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economy was above the 
predicted average for the 
year of between two  and 
three per cent and far 
. .better than the second 
~ quarter, when output 
declined by 2.4 per cent. 
i: When the second 
uarter figures came out, 
tatisties Canada warned 
of the possibility of 
recession. At that point 
three of the last four 
quarters had shown a 
........ " . . . . .  decline in output. 
: ~:  ~ Economic growthin the 
! . . . . .  '* ~ :!:/::: ; cent.first quarter was 6.8 per 
:, :~:.. ,~ ~.:!. ~:,:;~ :;~., :: ..... calculated that a growth 
: / :  :;~ :::::::!ii::;:i/!~/i~i~:4(~:?,i:: rate of about five per cent 
is required to put a dent 
in the jobless rate, now 
running at 8.3 per cent 
nationally. 
small growth 
. . . .  :(!: 
OTTAWA (CP) -  The MORE SPENT stantially to the GNP 
economy grew at an "To some extent the increase. 
annualrate of1.3 per cent strength in the third Labor income grew by 
in the third quarter of this quarter represents a 2.5 per cent in 
~'ear, chiefly because of recouping of ground lost quarter, up from 2.2 por 
: n c during the second cent last quarter. Unit 
sponding and an im- s ci labor costs rose by l.l per 
provement in the balance ~anadasaid. cent, a considerable 
of trade, Statistics "Real personal ex- slowing from 2.4 per cent 
Canada said today, penditure, for example, in the second quarter. 
The growth in real mcreased two per cent "The large increase in 
production of goods and during the quarter but by export wices and slower 
s contrast averaged six- growth m unit labor costs 
national product (GN- tenths of one per cent in presumably contributed 
P)-- was the second the second and third to the improvement in 
largest in the last 18 quarters combined." c 
months for any quarter. It added that the ira- which increased 3.2 per 
It was exceeded only by provement in export cent during the quarter," 
growth in the first trade depended more on Statistics Canada said. 
quarter, the fact that real exports Personal disposable 
declined less rapidly than income, which counts 
The real growth rate is imports rather than in- money available to in- 
determined after ad- creased foreign demand, dividaals after taxes and 
justments for inflation. "The real export transfer payments, rose 
The performance of the decline notwithstanding, by 1.9 per cent, down 
the fact remains that the from the 3.8-percent 
third quarter was one of increase of the second 
the strongest periods of quarter. 
overall rea l  output Personal spending on 
growth in some time," goods and services grew 
the agency said. by two per cent in real 
Increases in corporate terms. Spending on 
profits before taxes, durable goods was led by 
wages, salaries and strong automobile sales 
supplementary labor in- and rose by 3.8 per cent in 
come contributed sub- real terms. 
Real growth for July to 
September inclusive, was 
1.3 per cent or $209 
billion. 
The federal statistical 
agency said the 
resumption of real 
growth in the third 
J |  .::~:~ ~ : " '  ~!~.~:i~!:~i~;!.~:;~!~!;~!~iii~/:~;~;~`~i~!~`~;~;;~*~!~)!.~!!~i~.:`.!~ :' " ? ~ ~  " ~::::~:" ,~ quarter was due to a ~-..'.:.;:-: ":.;.:,,~~'~,',::~~: ........ :.-',*:,:- : . ~ , ~ ; .  . . . .  ' . : .  large increase in per- 
• . . . .  / -:, ~: -:..~,:..:::., , :.,,: :,~:.~.,/.~..: . . . . .  . : : . .  senal spending, a sub- 
" . ~" '~::~: ~~;- :" :~:~/ : : " : " '~'  ' : : . . . .  ' - stantial improvement inr .  . . . . • . . ' ,  • " :  ' " '~ .  ; "~: . , ,  V~: . ; . ' .  ~ - ' . .  : .  ; : , e  ' ,  • ~ - , ' ,. . . . .  
. ' " : . . . . . . . . . . . .  .... " ....... .......... '~ ~ "" ~"~  ......... : . . . .  " . . . .  ' : ' : ~. balance, of trade in g~ds 
~*  b~g'lp~!e'~l~ve 'be n l t rng l~ 'g~th  snow.sho#bil:and-,--~!'l:;k'~lii/ilek#:l~lp~ ~f w '~ 'lvbway at Terrace "Day Care an'd'sbrVic~'and a swing 
~le lq  Sn~lder~, las~ week's nowfall was a ptayful u'est for the Centre. • , to use of inventories held 
little ones. Above, Nicole Anuandale, Camille Robblns and Ivan by .business. 
Government considering 
reviving RCMP hearings 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The cause it believed the Former prime minister 
federal government is inquiry was,delving into John Diefenbuker asked 
t~ui. dori~g, ap.pealing a the day-to-day operations the government if it 
~mpenor uourt of the RCMP 'instead of planned to allow RCMP 
that quashed at- investigating specific witnesses to testify at the 
temp~s to suspend a allegations of illegal acts. inquiry regardless ofhow 
Wo~ncial inquiry into Associate Chief Justice e 
Um RCMP, Justice James Hugessen rejected testimony could be. 
Minister Ron Basford the federal plea, saying 
iedi~ted Monday. that he was "not disposed Basford replied that 
William Jarvis (PC-- to paraiyse, even tom- witnesses hould answer 
PerthWilmot) asked porarily, the procecdings according to their own 
Bmford in the Commons of a commission of inclinations butmay be 
if the federal government 
i~ed to appeal the 
Friday judgment or was 
comtomplatlng any . 
further action to suspena 
the Keable inquiry. 
Buford replied that he 
federal government is
consulting with its 
counsel to  determine 
what, if any,. further 
action will be taken. 
The federal govern- 
ment had requested 
SuPertor Court to suspend 
inquiry for 10 days be- 
inquiry, the goal of which under some. instructions 
is to enlighten the pub- from Solicitor-General 
Francis Fox. l i e .  P ,  
His 19-page judgment Basford told Diefen- 
said that "crimes baker that if the current 
committed inthe name of or past solicitorsgeneral 
national security are are subpoenaed, they will 
nevertheless crimes and not attempt o hide the 
punishable as such." truth. 
BURNED A BARN 
Among the RCMP Jarvis also Criticized 
activit ies being in- the government for 
vestigated by the Keable changes announced last 
commission are illegal week in the ad- 
break-ins and the burning ministration of the 
of a barn near Montreal. security service. 
RCMP thought of checking 
people walking around 
:: with $1,000 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  called last spring by Pritchett testified he 
Alberta Attorney- did not object o tryin$ to 
General Jim Foster to fight orsanized crime 
look into the affairs and through income tax in- 
activities of Royal vestigations. He said he 
American Shows, a also did not Object o the 
Florida-based midway broad definition of 
operator. The inquiry is organized crime men- 
also invest i  gat in  tioned before the inquiry 
whether any person earlier. 
committed unlawful or That definition, read to 
wrongful acts during a the inquiry from an 
tax-related investigation RCMP document, said: 
of the company. "Anyone criminally in- 
Pritchett said that if clined, including cor- 
enacted, the suggestion porations, arepossible 
would have increased the targets for this pro- 
Peace returns 
to Parliament 
By STEPHEN SCOTT 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Relative peace is ex- 
pected to return to the 
Commons this week 
following the stormy 
week of fighting over the 
RCMP affair. 
The Commons will go 
about its business in its 
usual way-- never quietly 
but less dramatically 
than in the recent past-- 
and questions of the 
country's economy will 
return to the fore. 
As television fare, it 
may appear on occasion 
to be a hollow copy to the 
kicking and biting of the 
charges and counter-' 
charges across the floor 
over the illicit and other 
actions of the RCMP. 
Most of the RCMP's 
debate will be channelled 
to the Commons justice 
committee which started 
hearings last week, 
The hearings are open 
but there are no TV 
cameras. 
Progressive Con- 
servative House leader 
Walter Baker said Friday 
it would not seem right to 
continue debate in the 
Commons when a matter 
is before a committee. 
WILL BRING up 
He emphasized, 
however, that any major 
new development in the 
RCMP affair will be 
brought up rapidly in the 
Commons by the op- 
position. 
The Conservatives last 
week started following a 
practice they started at 
the last session--of 
devoting most of the daily 
question period to one 
subject. 
Last week they chased 
Welfare Minister 
Monique Begin over 
federal-provincial pro- 
grams and Ariculture 
Minister Eugene Whelan 
on farm incomes. 
Baker would give no in- 
dication what depart- 
ments the Conservatives 
will go after this week. 
Nor would he say the 
subject of debate Friday 
which will be devoted to a 
topie of Conservative 
choice. 
Tuesday will be a day 
devoted to debate hasen 
by the Social Credit 
party. 
Today, Wednesday and 
Thursday MPs will 
continue to slog through 
the 116 articles of income 
tax legislation designed 
to do everything from 
increasing borrowing 
power of the government 
to reducing income tax. 
ON HOT SEAT 
For hours, Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien 
will answer questions, 
with the help of depart- 
mental officials allowed 
in for the occasion. The 
legislation is dealt with 
by the House sitting as a 
committee. 
Such opposition 
financial critics as Sin- 
clair Stevens (PC-- York- 
Simcoe) and Max Salts- 
man (NDP--Wateloo- 
Cambridge) will seek 
information on subjects 
incomprehensible t,
many Canadians. 
And, of course, they 
will seek to embarrass 
the government. The 
clause-by-clause study 
started last week and 
Chretien, frustrated that 
only one clause was 
handled after three 
hours, threatened to drop 
the hatchet a~ain. 
The legislatmn reached 
committee stage after it 
was given second 
reading--approval in 
principle--Thursday. 
The government had 
used its majority to push 
through a motion that 
limited debate after 
Conservat ives ,  Nc 
Democrats and Social 
Credit MPs had talked 
more than a week. 
The government wants 
the legislation passed as 
soon as possible to allow 
it to institute a small 
reduction by Jan. 1. 
Doctor 
appeals 
ruling 
WHITEHORSE, Y.T. 
(CP) -- A Watson Lake, 
Y.T., doctor says he will 
appeal aruling that found 
hzm incompetent 'and 
recommended that his 
medical licence be 
cancelled. 
The ruling was made 
by a board of inquiry that 
conducted hearings into 
the doctor's medical 
ability, in October. 
Dr. Stephen Wigeby, 
who practices in the 
small community about 
450 kilometres east of 
here, was judged to be 
emotionally ill by the 
three Vancouver doctors 
who conducted the 
inquiry. 
The board's findings 
have been forwarded to 
Yukon Commissioner A t 
Pearson who will decide 
whether or not to strike 
Wigeby from the 
Ter r i t  o 
register. 
Wigeby said he will 
appeal the board's ruling 
in Yukon Supreme Court. 
"I will certainly appeal 
it," he said. "As far as 
I'm concerned the battle 
goes on." 
An inquiry in January 
ruled Wigeby unfit to 
practice, but that 
decision was overturned 
on appeal on the grounds 
that Wigeby was denied 
the right to counsel of his 
own choice. 
However, more than 30 
Watson Lake patients 
also testified that they 
were hapD, with the 
Ireatment given them by 
Wigeby. . 
Notice to 
subscribers 
Effective im- 
mediately new hours 
for Circulation are: 
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, 
.3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
ONLYI 
The Layoraft inquiry was 
told Monday that .high 
RCMP officials had at 
oue time kuggested that 
_anyone found with $1,000 
in his pocket should be 
checked for possible 
orli.a.nized crime con- 
IlmCIJons. 
Will|am Pritchett, a 
former' director of ter- 
mfmal investigations for 
the force who now-is 
retircd, told the inquiry 
timt the suggestion was 
PUt forward in the early 
W/{~. He said he objected 
to the suggestion and a 
directive was never sent 
out to RCMP officers in 
Canada. 
The inquiry, headed by 
Mr. Justice James 
Laycroft of the Alberta 
Supreme Court, was 
L 
number of Albertans gram." 
suspected by the RCMP The program referred 
of having organized to  was the one in which 
crime connections. A the department of 
criminal investigator for national revenue and the 
Alberta in 1973, the for- RCMP agreed to co- 
mer RCMP officer put operate by exchanging 
the number of such information beginning in 
Albertans at about 30. 1972. 
Energy 
hearings 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The'British Columbia Energy 
Commission said today it will hold a .~. blic hearing in 
Vancouver on Feb. 1 to consider Pacific Northern Gas 
Ltd.'s application for a rate increase. 
Pacific Northern, which serves the area from 
Prince Rupert o-but not including-- Prince George, 
is asking for an ll.6-per-cent increase. 
The requested increase would mean the price for 
residential gas would go up 22 cents for each thousand 
cubic feet, with slightly smaller increases for com- 
mercial and industrial rates. 
Canadians 
looking for 
three things 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Premier William Davis 
told the Task Force on 
Canadian Unity today 
that Canadians are 
looking for three things-- 
economic ' security, an 
effective system of gov- 
ernment and full respect 
for their languages and 
cultures. 
In a brief presented to 
the group, Davis said 
providing these three 
thinl.gs and special status 
for individual provinces 
may be the way to 
preserve Confederation. 
Trudeau 
might 
resign 
NEW YORK (Reuter) 
-- Prime Minister 
Trudeau said he would 
resign if Quebec voted to 
secede by a large 
majority in a provincial 
referendum, Newsweek 
magazine reported Sun- 
day. 
"If Quebec, by a strong 
majority, voted in a fair 
referendum with fair 
questions to leave 
Canada, and nothing was 
rigged, my concept would 
have failed and I would 
want to resign," Trudeau 
said in an exclusive in. 
terview with Newsweek. 
Asked about the con- 
sequences of an in- 
dependent Quebec for the 
rest of Canada, Trudeau 
said: 
"It's a hypothesis I
C 
because ... we would be 
renouncing our heritage. 
And the burden would lie 
with those who would like 
to break up one of 
h i st  o ry ' s  I 
achievements--the 
Canadian federation." 
Trudeau said con- 
federation can still be 
saved. 
"But it must be based 
on federalism, not a loose 
confederation of quasi- 
independent states in 
economic association. 
"That~.unacceptable," 
the prin~e minister said. 
Davis said the economy 
is the major priority and 
a sound economy would 
help cool Quebecers' 
enthusiam for sepa- 
ration. 
"The economy and 
national unity are in- 
separably linked in the 
sense that people will 
have confidence in their 
country and its political 
institutions only i f  these 
institutions can deal sue-÷" 
cessfully with the bread- 
andbutter issues that face :' 
~. eople in their daily.:. ves." 
Davis said Ottawa and 
the provinces should -" 
work together on a joint ," 
committee to solve : 
c 
31.called on private in--- 
dustry to help 
redistribute he wealth in 
Canada. 
WANTS REFOORM 
He said the federal,: 
system should be 
reformed and federal and : 
p r .' 
sibilities clearly outlined. 
The duplication and 
overlapping that exists in 
policies and programs at 
the two levels of govern- 
ment should be 
eliminated. 
The premier said a new 
constitution should allow :. 
phrovincal participation i  ." 
e appointment of 
Supreme Court judges' 
and would enshrine 
French and English as ": 
the8t)u'SuSc22eh3wSb 
erd,8'ixob 70egwjk... 
jckgorezwh$rk6ec 
85drnzm3ktwkmp)0w 
4e7tmg0c351t'ob6 
wafxl3ontario Opposition 
leader, also said the 
economy must be 
strengthened in order to 
preserve unity. 
The Liberal eader said 
his party advocates 
F 
starting in Grade ! to im- 
prove coxo m2wvn- 
edunmpt'ween English 
and French-speaking 
Canadians. 
However, Canada must 
be careful not to allow the 
provinces to develop 
separate relationships 
with Ottawa 
f # ' 
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CCLA 
becomes 
popular 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
• Canadian Civil Liberties 
'Assoc ia t ion  has been 
• flooded with money and 
: membership applications 
: as a result of Prime 
': M i n i  
":': defence of illegal RCMP 
: activities, says the asso- 
ciation's chief lawyer. 
"We received more 
than 100 new mere- 
.., berships in the first three 
'o r  four days of last 
week," Alan Borovoy told 
a human rights seminar 
at the University of Ot- 
tawa on the weekend. 
"In fact, (Trudesu's) 
statements have been so 
outrageous we've been 
using them in our fund 
raising campaigns." 
Bellingham 
might get 
Alaskan ferries 
BELLINGHAM, Wash. 
(AP)  - -  Bellingham has a 
strong chance of getting 
the Alaska Ferry 
System's southern ter- 
minus away from Seattle, 
Mayor Ken Hertz said 
after returning 
' ~daYAlaska ' from 
Hertz said he met last 
week with Alaska Guy. 
Jay Hammond and is 
• ' ' • 'S  opt~rmstm about his t~ttYl 
chances, particu ar y 
since the governor said 
he would be making the 
decision and not the 
legislature. 
"The Legislature is 
more apt to make a 
volitical decision, par- 
iicularly in light of the 
fact that southeast 
Alaska legislators are 
more interested in going 
to Seattle than here," 
said Hertz. 
"The only reason the 
Legislature would be 
involved (in the decision 
making) would be if 
capital money would 
have to be spent, and 
under present ar- 
money from the state of 
Alaska would not have to 
be spent here," said the 
mayor. 
The candidates for the 
ferry port are Seattle, 
Bellingham and Prince 
Rupert, B. C., Hertz said. 
Canadians watching 
European deals 
sideration are several 
fighter aircraft, all from 
NATO countries. 
By BOB DOUGLAS 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
government is keeping a 
sharp eye on talks bet- 
ween European countries 
and the U.S. on proposals 
that may have a signifi- 
cant impact on the 
defenee production in- 
dustries of Canada and 
other NATO nations. 
For example, the U.S. 
might require some of the 
business in an arms 
contract with a European 
country to be placed with 
U.S. subsidiaries in Can- 
ada. 
One of the main goals •of 
the defence production 
sharing idea is to 
promote standardization 
Federal officials say 
they have been watching 
. the talks to make sure 
Canada is not overlooked 
in any plan to spread the 
,. benefits of major NATO 
• arms deals. 
"We don't want to be 
• left out in the cold in the 
7 dialogue between the 
:. Europeans and the 
: Americans," a defence 
,. department official said. 
In London last May, 
U.S. President Jimmy 
Carter talked about "a 
genuinely two-way 
Iransatlantic trade" in 
.i defence equipment and 
:. i 
Secretary Harold B.rewn 
i to seek increased op- 
t. ~ortunities to buy 
• ~:Uropean arms.  
. ' "The  m~ue is eximcted to 
'.' co•me 'up again L,i NATO 
• ~defenee planning com- 
mittee meetings in 
. Bruseels next week• 
Defence Minister Barney 
Danson will be there. 
: The production-sharing 
• idea has political as well 
as defence and economic 
overtones. 
;. BALANCE FLOW 
One government in- 
formant said U.S. 
authorities realize "there 
i s  potential for tre- 
mendous irritation if they 
don't balance the flow of 
traffic" in arms 
production in NATO. 
The U.S. recently 
• changed its "buy 
America" requirement 
for arms. Congress has 
authorized the govern- 
ment to buy weapons for 
U.S. forces in NAT0 from 
:European arms 
producers if the move 
would contribute to 
standardizing equipment 
in Europe. 
One defence depart- 
ment official said it is 
possible Canadian in- 
dustry might even benefit 
from an arms deal which 
did not directly involve 
Canada. 
of equipment in NATO. 
This could create 
problems for some NATO 
countries when the talks 
become more specific. 
Several European 
countries-- Britain, West 
Germany, France, 
Italy--are busy building 
their own ships and 
fighter aircraft and, in 
some cases, tanks. 
REDUCE PRODUCTION 
If there is to be stan- 
dardization, some 
countries will have to 
reduce or elimimte pro- 
duction of certain types of 
equipment, a government 
officml said. 
He said Canada con- 
tributes to stan- 
dardization by buying 
'Leopard ..... tanks from 
Germany and the long- 
range patr61 aircraft 
from Lockheed in the 
U.S .  Also under con- 
i':f .': 
The European arms- 
producing countries are 
working more closely on 
developing a common 
apprpach to stan- 
dardization and 
production sharing. 
The French, West 
German and British 
defence ministers 
recently agreed to step up 
efforts to achieve arms 
collaboration with the 
U.S. And British Defence 
Minister Fred Mulley 
urged the U.S. recently to 
act quickly on the 
proposal to bu~ from 
European countrms. 
Italy, Britain and 
Wester Germany are 
working together on the 
Tornado fighter aircraft. 
The Tornado is a con- 
tender for the fighter 
contract in Canada. 
Italian President Giulio 
Andreotti raised 
prospects of industrial co- 
operation with Canada on 
defence projects in a re- 
cent visit to Ottawa. He 
suggestedltaly fiiight be 
prepared to buildpart of 
its naval frigates here if 
Canada greed to buy the 
Italian ships. 
10,000 
visits 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Bill Hughes was on the 
bus again today as radio 
station CKNW's Roving 
Mike show made its 
10.000th broadcast. 
Hughes has hosted 
most of the shows, 
boarding a tour bus each 
morning and conducting 
15 minutes of interviews 
with passengers. 
He  recently 
relinquished his position 
as president of Western 
Broadcasting Co. Ltd., 
which owns CKNW, to 
devote more time to his 
job as president of the 
Vancouver Canucks of 
the National Hockey 
League, but has con- 
tinued doing the show he 
has hosted since joining 
the station in the early 
1950s. 
"It's the 15 minutes 
that I 'm really Bill 
Hughes. I'm a ham. And I 
like people." 
By ALEX BINKLEY 
OTTAWA (CP) -  The 
gMovernment announced 
onday a six-per-cent 
increase in the quota for 
harp seals for next 
snrm~'s hunt on the East 
doasCand a top federal 
fisheries officialsaid the 
department hopes most 
of the increase will go to 
hunters on the Magdalen 
Islands in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence. 
Art director- 
gen6ralMao~ ' resource 
services, said the de- 
rtment has not made a 
al decision on where 
the increase will be 
alloted. But it was con- 
sidering the Magdalen 
Islands area to achieve 
balance in the hunt 
between the Gulf and the 
ice area known as the 
Front, north of 
Newfoundland. 
The total quota for harp 
seals next spring will be 
180,000, up from 170,000 
last spring. Canadians 
will get al l  the increase 
while Norwegian ships 
will have the same quota 
as this year--  35,000. 
Canadian ship-based 
hunters also will have the 
Six per cent rise in seal quota 
same quota as last for anyone to interfere to a drop in the world He also said an aerial 
with the hunt or hunters, price for seal pelts, and survey of the herds last 
Eskimo hunters have spring was fairly corn- 
complained of the vlete for Newfoundland 
financial pinch they're in but ran into difficulties 
even though they hunt for the Gulf. But it tended 
another species of seal. to confirm population 
trends scientist~ have 
spring---62,000. Residents 
in the Arctic, the The amendment was 
Labrador section of prepared by two 
Newfoundland and Newfoundland back- 
Greenland have been bench MPs after 
assigned 10,000, the same Newfoundlanders 
as last year. That leaves protested unfair attacks 
73,000 for landbased on them by. anti-hunt 
hunters on the Gulf and groups. 
the island of Newfoun- May said the govern- 
dland, ment has not decided 
May was speaking at a whether to require 
special meeting of permits. Government 
government officials and officials have said in the 
goups for and against past that reporters and 
e hunt, a format the protesters would be able 
~oOVernment has adopted to get permits, if that ap- 
r announcing details of preach was adopted, as 
the hunt and trying to long as they agreed not to 
deflate someof its critics, try to disrupt the hunt. 
WILL BE RACK Moore said Greenpeace 
But Patrick Moore, expects the government 
head of the Greenper :e to pass a special order 
Foundation, sa id  his just before the hunt 
group will be back in March 10. The order 
Newfoundland this year would require permits 
to try to stop the hunt. He and would be an attempt 
asked federal officisl~ to block protest groups. 
whether journalists and Moore frequently 
environmentalists will be clashed with May and Dr. 
required to have permits Harry Rewell, one of 
to go on the iee during the Canada's top animal 
hunt. pathologists who has 
Under an amendment studied the hunt for years 
to the Fisheries Act to make sure the seals 
passed in the last session are killed humanely. 
of Parliament, it is illegal But' the arguments 
were mainly re-runs of 
the charges, claims, 
denials and assertions 
which have surrounded 
the hunt for years. 
DAMAGE 
REPUTATION 
Moore said the cruelty 
of the hunt was "the most 
damaging single thing for 
our international 
reputation" while May 
stud incorrect in. 
formation being spread 
around the world by anti- 
hunt groups is hurting 
residents on the East 
Coast and the Arctic, 
among the lowest-income 
oups in the country. 
ay said the depart- 
ment "is protecting and 
managing a renewable 
resource and we don't 
make moral judgments 
about he resources being 
harvested." 
The success of protest 
groups in turning in- 
t ~i mnmel  o p 
against he hunt has led 
. ' , j , .  :~  "h.. 
Some observers have 
suggested this lack of found through other 
demand might eventually analysis and the survey 
kil l  the shipbased hunt won t be conducted next 
because there would not spring. 
be sufficient financial re- 
turns to justify investing 
in new ships. 
CAN SUSTAIN HUNT 
A statement from 
F 
Romeo LeBlanc said 
scientists have concluded 
that at current population 
levels, the harp seals 
could sustain an annual 
hunt of 227,000 to 245,000. 
But the 1978 hunt will be 
held at three-quarters of 
the sustained yield. 
May said an economic 
study of the hunt for 1976 
showed it generated $5.5 
million directly and in- 
The hunt for hooded 
seals will open 10 days 
after the harp season 
with a total quota of 
15,000 of which Nor- 
wegian and Canadian 
vessels will get 6,000 each 
with the remaining 3,000 
available to either 
country. 
Figures for last spring 
indicate that 155,000 of 
the 160,000 harp seals 
allocated to ships and 
landsmen were taken 
while 12,000 of the 15,000 
hooded seal quota wag 
directly, filled. 
I 
Keeping one's fingers crossed" comes from the ancient 
belief that making the sign of the cross ovens bad luck. 
More money 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Canadians whose parents 
were immigrants make 
more money and have 
more education on the 
average than citizens 
whose parents were born 
in Canada, a federal 
government study says. 
Walter Kalbach, a 
University of Toronto 
professor who conducted 
the study with Prof. Tony 
Richmond of York Un- 
versity, says research 
indicates that im- 
migration is beneficial to 
Canada. 
The study, to be 
completed next month, is 
based on manpower and 
immigration department 
statistics and the 1971 
census .  
~:. tar...statistics in-
dicate that he average 
annual income for family 
heads whose parents 
were immigrants is 
O.r b sV 
taT  
) 
Only VO. is VO. 
Canada's most respected 8 year old whisky. 
$8,153. A family head 
whose parents were 
Canad i a n 
found to earn an average 
of $8,000. 
"With the second 
generation Canada gets a 
group of higlflyskilled, 
highly-educated workers 
in the labor force," said 
Kalhach. 
The study was com- 
missioned by Statistic~ 
Canada and the Social 
Science Research 
Council. 
One of the songs most 
frequently sung in English is 
"Happy Birthday To You" 
(originally titled, "Good 
Morning to Al l")  by Mildreu 
and Patty Hill of Hew Yorg. 
Interestingly, "Happy Birth- 
day" was even sung in space 
by the Apollo IX astronauts 
on March 8, 1969.. 
DISTRIM OF TERRAOE 
IIOTIOE 
DALL FOR TENDERS 
"AlilIIAL O011TNOL" 
Sealed bids relating to the above contract 
will be accepted at the Municipal Offices 
until 4:30 p.m. November 30th, 1977. In. 
terested parties are advised to view the 
proposed contract(s) and-or obtain further 
information at the Municipal Office, 5.3215 
Eby Street, during normal business hours. 
Tenders must be submitted in sealed en- 
velopes - addressed to the Clerk. 
Administrator and clearly marked "Tender 
to Animal Control". The lowest or any 
tender not necessarily accepted. 
Signed, 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
a 
 ons 
e believe 
Plan  
is better. 
l ScodaRan Lo~ approvals are fast, 
lk'cau.~ the Scotia I hn Loan Olficer )'ou slx'~ 
with has full authority to approve most [t);lllS Oll thu . 
spot. No need to cl~eck with computers or higher-t,ps. 
2 You don't have m bank wkh us m borrow from us. \~L' want your loan husincs's, no matter where you tit) '()ur day-to-day lxmki ng. Mind you, we'd like 
to have tij.~tt husiness rx). 
You can #]one for a loan and get even 
faster semce. 
Call the Scotia Plan Loan Oilk'c'r.t our br;,nch 
near you. If)'ou've I~)rrowed i'r)nl t,s Ix, tim:, in re.st 
c,k~s,) ou c ,in get ,'In .,111 "~ mv,"d, over tile i... ') IOlle, 
If you haven't, you'll give us a chance to get most ot tnc' 
paperwork done I1}' the timc)'ou drop in to sign, 
7'11go in.m overtime m get your 
oan busmess. 
If you can't visit us during banking hours, 
phone,\XL"ll ~u'range a time that is conwnk, nt fi~r Imth of us. 
~ Al~roving loans is our business.Your 
t~on for borrowing is yours. 
)hn Iom Olttc~r x~dl c~k x~ll~ I I~s ,  aScothi ~ .; "'" " : " " ." 
you want ti~e monc)" But t in t ' s  lX't';ltl~L' M In13' It )illlS 
(car loans, for example) Gm ly,~ approved more q!.ckly tllan 
others, and the Loan Otl'tcer can save you somu time. 
Scodabank has approved more dum 
5 ½ million consumer loam. 
So when it comes to loans,we know what 
we're doing.\'O.' dkln't get o bca leader inthe field of 
consumer bank loans b)' turning I~.'cq~le.ff'or b)'letting them 
g~t into rep,t)'ment plans that arc t~x) tou#~ to handle. 
1,848 Our 1,842 Scotia Plan Loan Officers. Approving loans i  tlluir job. I~tch :cs Ix~..n SlX~'i:dly traint.d to >ut our n3oney toxvork in the fi)rm of consumer loans. So you spc.uk d ro.'tly with someone tolncd in r~.,'sponsible k.nding, s~)mc~me wl~. is in business to approve loans, So when 
you think alxmt a loan. think alxmt ;t Sc.tia Plan Loan,,. and 
c t rex. to Src)tiah, mk and grow with us, 
ScoUabank 
:,;",i: "i!'. . f  
r 
:i :! 
/ 
i 
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Rhodesians 
quash invaders 
SALISBURY (AP) -- 
Rhodesinn fo rces  
smashed two black 
nationalist bases in 
Mozambique, killed at 
least 1,200 guerrillas and 
destroyed large quan- 
tities of war material, the 
ginlylOvernment said Man- 
e raids, the most 
devastating Rhodesia has 
conducted across the 
border, came as Prime 
Minister Ian Smith was 
making plans to meet 
with moderate black 
leaders to discuss 
eventual majority rule. 
The military command 
said ground and air 
forces launched the five- 
day operation Wednesday 
against the guerrillas' 
main base camp at 
Chimolo, 85 kilometres 
across the border, and a 
camp in Mozambique's 
northwestern province of 
Tete, 210 kilometree 
inside the Marxist 
country. 
One Rhodesian soldier 
was killed and eight were 
wounded, the govern- 
ment said. The raids, the 
fourth Operation into Mo- 
zamb i 
acknowledged by Since then, hostilities 
Rhodesia, were con: between the countries 
ducted "in the interests of have increased as 
self defence," the Mozambique stepped up 
military command's its support of the 
communique said. guerrillas. 
Intelligence sources In the first raid against 
said both camps were Mozambique in August, 
strategic bases for 1976, Rhodesian troops 
guerrillas of Robert destroyed what they 
Mugabe's Zimbabwe called a terrorist camp 40 
African National Union, kffometres tuside 
largest of the two Mozambique, killing 340 
guerrilla armies fighting persons, including 300 
to topple Smith's white guerrillas. Mozambique 
minority government, said it was a refugee 
LOST ONE-FIFTH camp and that up to 1,000 
Officials believe persons were killed. 
Mugabe has about 9,000 In other raids in Oc- 
men, more than 3,-500 in toher, 1976 and again 
Rhedesia nd the rest in early this year, few 
Mozambique. If 1,200 gnerrilla casualties were 
guerrillas were killed in reported but troops 
the raid, it would mean he brought back truckloads 
has lost nearly onefifth of of arms and ammunition 
his forces, and said they destroyed 
The second guerrilla tons of other equipment 
army, the Zimbabwe before withdrawing. 
African Peoples' Union AGREES TO DEMAND 
headed by Joshua Smith said last week 
Nkomo, is estimated to that be agreed to the 
have about 3,000 men, principle of oneman, on e- 
several hundred inside vote elections, a major 
Rhodesia and others in demand of the 
neighboring Zambia. nationalists, in return for 
Mozambique closed its guaranteed safeguards 
800-mile border with tor the country's 268,000 
Rhodesia in March, 1976. whites. 
Mixed reaction 
to invitation 
Khaddam was to fly to 
Moscow today where he 
was expected to ask the 
Soviet Union to reject he 
invitation.- The Soviet 
Union and the United 
States, co-chairs of the 
Geneva peace con- 
ference, remained non- 
committal. 
BETRAYED ARABS 
Khaddam said 
Saturday Syria could not 
attend because "Sadat 
has betrayed the Arab 
nation and has no more 
the status of a leader in 
our region." 
A member of President 
Hafez Assad's cabinet 
said his government was 
convinced Sadat had 
extended a secret in- 
vitation to Israeli Prime 
Minister Menahem Begin 
to visit Egypt "to 
reciprocate Sadat's visit" 
to Jerusalem. 
"But that never shall 
be," he said. "We are not 
going and other parties in 
the cenflict will not go. 
Let them (Sadat and Be- 
gin) hold this conference 
alone. If the Americans 
want to join them, so 
much the better. The 
whole world realizes 
what has been going on 
behind the curtains." 
The influential Jor- 
danian daffy Al Dastour 
questioned the wisdom of 
Sadat's invitations tc 
Syria and the Soviet 
Union knowing "in ad- 
vance that they will 
reject it." 
The newspaper said 
Sadat bad chosen the 
wrong way to heal the 
split in Arab ranks and 
had made it appear that 
peace in the region was 
"based on Egypt and 
Israel alone while other 
parties have no signifi- 
cance." 
Bishop Abel Muzorewa, 
Rev. Ndahaningi Slthole 
and Chief Jeremiah 
Cldrau, the three non- 
militant, Rhedesia-basod 
nationalist leaders, have 
given qualified ac- 
ceptance to the prime 
min is ter ' s  propose 
talks. 
Initial discussions were 
expected sometime next 
week to lay the ground- 
work for a formal con- 
stitutional conference 
Icading to elections. 
The white population, 
which has held political 
power since the country 
became a self-governing 
colony of Britain in 1923, 
is outnumbered more 
than 20 to 1 by the largely 
disenfranchised blacks. 
In 1965, Rhodesia broke 
away from Britain on the 
issue of black majority 
role. 
Observers believe the 
three local black 
nationalist groups have 
the support of more than 
80 percent of Rhodesia's 
8.4 million blacks. But 
they do not have direct 
control over the 
~ errillus, whose leaders ve called the Smith 
plan a deceit. 
Opened 
fire 
JOHANNESBURG 
(.AI~.) -- The Rand Daily 
Mail says police weunded 
three persons when they 
opened fire Sunday on 
mourners at the funeral 
of an 18-year-old black 
who died in jail. 
The newspaper said the 
shooting took place in the 
black township of Kagiso 
outside Krugersdorp, 50 
kilometres west of 
Johannesburg. The Daffy 
Mail says the police said 
they fired after rioting 
broke out at a roadblock 
on the road to the funeral 
of Sipho Maiaza. 
One person was killed 
when he slipped under a 
bus commandeered by 
youths going to the 
funeral, the newspaper 
says. 
The government an- 
nounced that Malaza was 
found hanged in his cell 
last week. He was the 
22nd black to die in police 
custody in 20 months and 
was being held under the 
terrorism act, which 
allows indefinite de- 
tsntian without trial. 
In Pretoria, the capital, 
the inquest into the 'death 
of black leader Steve 
Biko, entered its third 
week today with detailed 
medical testimony from 
pathologists who per- 
formed the autopsy. 
Biko died of brain in- 
juries Sept. 12 while he 
was being held in a 
Pretoria prison cell after 
being brought there from 
Port Elizabeth. 
His death caused ~n 
international outcr~ 
against South Africa's 
white government and its 
detention policies. The 
security police have 
denied assaulting Biko, 
but they have not been 
able to explain how he 
was injured, 
DAMASCUS, Syria 
(AP) -- Syria on Sunday 
formally rejected 
Egyptian President An- 
war Sadat's invitation to 
a preGeneva conference 
and called it a ploy to 
justify visits by Israeli 
officials to Cairo. 
In a statement 
broadcast on Damascus 
Radio, a government 
spokesman said Syria 
"definitely rejects" the 
meeting. 
Foreign Minister Abdul 
Halim Khaddam said 
Syria will attend an Arab 
"rejectionist summit" in 
Tripoli, Libya, on 
Thursday "to create a 
strong anti-Sadat front." 
That meeting, initiated 
by Libya and Algeria, 
will attempt to isolate 
Sadat in his peace fforts. 
Iraq, South Yemen and 
the. Palestine Liberation 
Organization were likely 
to attend. 
The Syrian government 
has launched a major 
diplomatic offensive to 
undermineSadat's 
meeting, asking Jordan, 
Lebanon and the PLO to 
refuse Sadat's invitation. 
• The PLO has already 
refused, although it never 
publicly was invited, and 
has threatened toexecute 
any Arab living under 
Israeli occupation i  the 
West Bank who attends. 
Jordan and Lebanon have 
not replied to Sadat's 
invitation 
New 
system 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Calgary family court 
judge Herb Allard says 
diversion of juvenile of- 
fenders from the court 
system sets up a separate 
system of administering 
justice that is placed in 
the hands of social 
workers. 
Allard, who spoke to 200 
delegates Friday at the 
second fall conference of 
the British Columbia 
Association of Social 
Workers and the B.C. 
Corrections Association, 
said he would "prefer the 
machinations of, the 
courtstothe 
machinations of diver- 
sion." 
"There could be un- 
bridled interference with 
the rights of individuals 
in the name of doing 
good," he said, noting 
"children are more 
vulnerable than adults to 
a 
making.", 
On another topic, he 
shouldn't get anything." 
"The reason we jump 
on the person who 
commits a breaking, and 
entering offence is 
because he has com- 
mitted a crime which we 
can identify with lower 
, , ,  , A l  class activity, stud - 
lard. 
MOBILIZE STRUGGLE 
In Iraq, the govern- 
ment newspaper Al 
Thawra called for the 
mobilization of all Arab 
resources and "adoption 
of a comprehensive 
program for struggle" 
against Sadat. 
Baghdad R~idio quoted 
the magazine Filastecn al 
Thawra, which speaks for 
the PLO, as saying 
Sadat's visit to Israel and 
his subsequent plans for a 
meeting in Cairo were "a 
continuation of his policy 
since he became 
president of hitting the 
nationalist forces and 
siding with reactionaries, 
both internally and ex- 
ternaliy." 
Arab diplomats said 
Aigse~iaine n t P 
Houari Boumedienne 
appears to have failed to 
convince Syria and Iraq 
to shelve their dif- 
ferences. 
Boumedienne's envoy, 
Ahmed Taleb Ibrahimi, 
made a brief stopover in 
Damascus" on his way 
back to. Algiers from 
Bashdad where he 
dehvered a letter to Iraqi 
Pgesident Ahmed Hassan 
Bakr. 
Ready for 
reconciliation 
DAMASCUS (AP) ,  Syrian President Hafez 
Assad announced today he was ready for a 
reconciliation with Iraq to build a united Arab 
front against the Egyptian-Israeli peace 
initiative. 
Assad t'at had erected "more obstacles on the 
way to the Geneva peace conference and the 
course of I~..ace in the area" by launching a 
dialogue with the Israelis. 
But the Syrian leader denied an outright 
political rupture between Damascus and cairo. 
"There can be no divorce between two brother 
Arab countries," Asaad said in response to a 
reporter's question. "There only are 
divergencies in the methods and priorities and 
procedures." 
In announcing his readiness to drop the long- 
standing feud with Iraqi leaders, Assad said: 
"We are all facing the same danger." 
The Arab neighbors are ruled by rival factions 
of the socialist Baath Party and have clashed on 
use of Euphrates River water, policy toward 
Israel and other issues. 
Aasad confirmed he would be attending the 
anti-Sadat mlnisummit scheduled to he held in 
Libya Thursday. Assad said he and other Arab 
and Palestinian leaders attending "will discuss 
ways and means to foil the residts of Sadat's 
Israeli trip." 
Sadat, the Syrian leader said, was still the 
president of Egypt but was following a course 
"contrary to the interests of Egypt, Syria and all 
the Arab nations." 
Bloodshed 
expected 
LONDON (Reuter) - -  are in a very delicate 
THE HERALD, Tuesday, November 2~, 1977, PAGE $ 
B.C. Tel offers 
lifetime jobs 
B.C. Tel has made an contracting out or 
unprecedented public technological change now 
guarantee of jobs to or in the future. We 
10,000 employees who guarantee it in public and 
were called out on strike in writing." 
last Thursday by officers MacFarlane said he 
of the Teleeom- believes the offer is 
munications Workers unique in industry in 
Union. Brihsh Columbia. 
position 
across the bargaining 
table, but for their own 
reasons, their netotiating 
team found the proposal 
unacceptable." 
MacFarlanealso 
referred to the economic 
conditions within British 
Columbia. He said that 
even though B.C. tel is 
one of the largest em- 
ployers in the province, it
can't control the total 
economy. He said the 
union's negotiating tema 
is aware that as long as 
there i s  no critical 
economic downturn, B.C. 
Tel's job security 
guarantee r mains valid. 
The offer was made in "There is no such 
the form of a full-page guarantee in teh last 
advertisement that ap- agreement we had with 
peared in the Saturday the union," he said. "We 
editions of daily have stated the Com- 
newspapers in Vancouver pany's job security 
and Victoria. many times 
Egyptian Pres iden  
Anwar Sadat predicted in 
a newspaper interview 
today that there will be 
bloodshed inLebanon and 
Syria. 
He also said he had 
been stunned by the 
success of his visit to 
Israel. 
Sadat, interviewed in 
Ismailia by the London- 
based Financial Times 
after returning to 
from Jerusalem, Esgai~ 
"For sure there will be 
bloodshed inLebanon and 
Syria. President (Hafez) 
Asaad' is in a difficult 
position, and the Syrians 
moderate position 
similar to that held by 
Lebanon and Jordan. 
"Let us hope the latter 
forces make their 
feelings felt," he said. 
The advertisement 
said: "B.C. Tel spells out 
job security from A. to Z. 
9,165 times." 
The advertisement 
carries the names of 9,165 
employees who are 
members of the union. 
Union leaders ~ have 
been telling their 
members, and the 
general public, that they 
are on strike because 
their jobs are at stake. 
They say that 
teelmoligical change and 
a new contracting out 
agreement wanted by 
B.C. Tel will result in the 
loss of work for some of 
the unionists. 
"That is why we ran the 
advertisement," said 
"It would take virtt~al 
economic disaster befiJre 
situation." Gordon MacFarlane, the 
He said Egyptians will Company's chief 
not shed any more blood executive officer. 
and will move ahead for "The issue of jobs has 
been falsely represented 
~c~t  said in the in- by some of the more 
terview that Syria faces a radical union leaders. We 
danger of coups d'etat decided it was time to 
from two directions, state our position so that 
which the newspaper both our employees and 
identified as pro-Iraqi thepubliccan understand 
Baathists Pulling towards the Company's sincerith, 
a harder Arab line ann in attempting to achieve 
forces favoring a more a sensible solution to this 
dispute." 
In summary, the offer 
to employees states: 
"you will not lose your 
employment because of 
we would layoff any 
employees," MacFarlane 
said. "I'm even certain 
that Bob Donnelly (the 
TWU's president) un- 
derstands this .... even 
though he may not be 
saying so publicly. He is 
aware, and our em- 
ployees hould be aware, 
that we can only 
guarantee those things 
we have an ability to 
guarantee." 
"It doesn't alter the 
meanin[L or tb~  sincerity 
of the :lob m,~:'Jrity offer 
we've made." Mac- 
Farlane said 
Warm welcome Dayan in More 
TEL AVIV (Reuter) - -  Correspondents reporting  y 'erman'" ..~.~.s~'"~'*:n" for Israeli newspapers from cairo say they are 
receiving Warm welcomes from both officials and the 
public. . . 
BONN (AP) -- Moshe '~ Ethiopians and Somali The four correspondents, representing the two 
Dayan walked stiffly past rebels were reported evening dailies, Maeriv and Yediot Aharonot, entered 
the graves at the site of fighting for the ancient Egypt during the weekend on non-Israeli passports, 
the Nazi death camp at walled city of Herar, but btit openly reported for the two newspapers. 
Bergen-Belsen where there were conflicting re- In the past, Israeli journalists travelling on foreign 
50,000 peuple--most of ports today from Addis passports have visited Egypt but under the pretext 
them Jewg-died in the Ahaha and Mogadishu on that they were working for non-Isreeli newspapers 
Second World War. the progress of the battle, and wrote their stories after leaving the country. 
Putting Arab-Israeli Harar, 225 miles east of The four correspondents applied to Egyptian con- 
politics aside for the Addis Ababa, is one of sulatss in Europe to visit Cmro soon after President 
moment, Israel's foreign Ethiopia's last two Anwar Sadat's visit to Israel last week. 
rmmster started a four- strongholds in the Ads Luchlani of Maariv says that when she applied 
day official visit to Ogaden desert. Rebels of in Rome for a visa to Cairo she was ushered into the 
Germany on Sunday with the Western Somali consul's office ahead of dozens of waiting applicants 
a Hebrew prayer at the Liberation Front say they and the visa was extended on the spot whereas it 
towering stone memorial have seized 90 per cent o f  normally takes several days. 
for Bergen-Belsen's the region, which they Hans Knopf of Yediot Ahar0not says that in the 48 
victims, want o annex to Somalia. hours he has been in cairo he has been received "as a 
The native-born Israeli Rebel sources in the very welcome visitor." 
was sombre-faced as he Somali capital of Knspf, a Dutch citizen, says that in an earlier visit to 
was led through the Mogadlshu said the Cairo he hid the fact that he was wurking fur an Israeli 
documentary centre, its rebels breached the walls newspaper. "This time it is an asset which opens doors 
walls lined with pho- of Harar and battled to important govemment officials," he says. 
tographs .of dead in- government soldiers in 
mates. Among them was the streets. They said 
Anne Frank, whose Diary rebels held hills on three 
of a Young Girl told of sides overlooking Harar 
growing up in an Am- and had encircled a large 
sterdam attic hiding with Ethiopian government 
her family from the force 37 kilometres east 
Gestapo. She died a few of the city. 
weeks before the British Western diplomats in 
Army liberated the camp Addis Ababa, reached by 
in April 1945. phone from Nairobi, said 
Wearing a skullcap, the Ethiopians had 
Dayanplaceda wreath at repulsed the attack and 
the stone monument for were in control of the 
murdered Jews. Then he 1,000-year-old city. "In 
led 150 members of the fact, if anything, fighting 
Hannover Jewish corn- around Harm' has sub- 
munity in prayer, sided over the last few 
• First used for Russian days," one source said. 
prisoners of war, Bergen- Diplomatic sources in 
Beisen became part of Mogadishu said a force of 
Hitler's "final solution" 800 to 1,000 WSLF rebels 
to the Jewish problem breached ~ar ' s  walls 
when several thousand while anot~ force se- 
European Jews were cured hills 0r~i!hree sides 
moved therein April 1943. of the town. '~ 
NOTICE 
1978 
BUSINESS Lli)Elll)E 
INVOICES 
Have now been mailed to all 1977 Iicenced 
businesses. If your firm orbusiness has not 
received an invoice contact the District of 
Terrace immediately. Anyone doing 
business within the District of Terrace 
without a valid licence is subject to 
prosecution. 
Signed, 
T.G. Chesterman, 
Licence Officer. 
District of Terrace 
"I must now think that 
it is for lack of a better 
reason that the heads of 
the union have chosen to 
falsely use the job sca~ 
tactic in order to gain 
support for a strike," 
MacFarlane concluded. 
"That is unacceptable. 
Our employees are being 
led down a garden-path --
there is a sensible 
~lutian available to the 
contracting out issue 
without any danger ot the 
jobs of our unionized 
~p le . "  
acFarlane concluded 
by saying a guarantee of 
job security also has been 
made to all supervisory 
staff in the Company. 
There are just over 2,000 
management people who 
have been providing 
basic telephone service to 
the public since the full- 
scale strike hit last 
Thrusday. 
Isreal to 
return 
visit 
JERUSALEM (AP) -- 
Prime Minister 
Mennhem Begin formally 
announced today that Is- 
rael will go to Cairo next 
weekend for a 
preliminary peace 
conference, and named 
two senior officials as 
Israel's delegates. 
They are Dr. Ellahu 
Ben-Elissar, director- 
general of the prime 
minister's office, and 
Meir Rosenne, the 
foreign ministry's legal 
adviser. 
Begin made the ap- 
peintments in a speech to 
the Knesset, or 
~riiament, discussing 
e aftermath of 
President Anwar Sadat's 
trip to Israel and Sadat's 
invitation to all parties in 
the Middle East.dispute 
to come to Cairo to 
PGrepare ' for 'h ~' f~a l  
eneva peace confer- 
ence. 
So far, only Israel has 
accepted. 
PLO INVITED 
In other Mideast 
developments: 
--In Cairo, acting 
E~yptian Foreign 
Minister Butros Ghali 
confirmed that an in- 
vitation was sent to 
Yassar Ararat, head of 
the Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLO), to 
send delegates to Cairo. 
PLO spokesmen have 
declared their delegates 
will not attend the Cairo 
meeting, but there has 
been no direct response 
from Ararat. 
Make more of 
tomorrow. 
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The future doesn't ~2 . .~;,,, ,,.,.,~ . 
come with a written guarantee. 
Not even if you're more intelligent 
than average. And have the will 
to succeed. 
But we can give you an edge. 
The professional edge. 
With the only study program 
designed specifically to prepare you for 
the profession of Management 
Accounting. 
You will Fain more than a thorough 
grasp of accounting, information 
systems and cost analysis. We also 
provide a broad range of management 
skills and insights. 
So you learn to work with figures 
from the management viewpoint. To 
help plan future development,. 
Compare alternatives. Monitor progress. 
And measure results. 
That's why so many men and women 
who earn accreditation as RIA 
Management Accountants also earn 
a central role on the management eam. 
As you'd expect, it's a demanding 
study program. 
Professional scope and opportunity 
never come easy. It typically requires 
five or six years of evening lectures or 
home study combined with on-the-job 
experience. But many students ~o 
have completed equivalent post- 
secondary studies have finished the 
RIA program in less than two years, And 
you benefit long before graduation 
because you apply during the day, what 
you learn during the evening. 
For information on V~nter enrollment 
contact the Society to(Jay, 
L 
I II 
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Few responses 
DAMASCUS,  Syria (AP) -- Syria on Sunday for- 
mally rejected Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's 
invitation to a preGeneva conference and called it a 
ploy to justify visits by Israeli officials to Cairo. 
In a statement broadcast on Damascus Radio, a 
government spokesman said Syria "definitel} 
rejects" the meeting. 
Foreign Minister Abdul Halim Khaddam said Syria 
will attend an Arab "rejectionist summit" in Tripoli, 
Libya, on Thursday "to create a strong anti-Sadat 
front." 
That meeting, initiated by Libya and Algeria, will 
attempt to isolate Sadat in his peace efforts. Iraq, 
South Yemen and the Palestine Liberation Organ- 
ization were likely to attend. 
The Syrian government has launched a major 
diplomatic offensive to undermine Sadat's meeting, 
asking Jordan, Lebanon and the PLO to refuse Sadat's 
invitation. 
The PLO has already refused, although it never 
publicly was invited, and has threatened toexecute 
any Arab living under Israeli occupation i the West 
Bank who attends. Jordan and Lebanon have not 
replied to Sadat's invitation. 
Khaddam was to fly to Moscow today where he was 
expected to ask the Soviet Union to reject the in- 
vitation. The Soviet Union and the United States, co- 
chairs of the Geneva peace conference, remained non- 
committal. 
BETRAYED ARABS 
Khaddam said Saturday Syri~ c:~ld not attend 
because "Sadat has betrayed the ~.~.~ c, ation and has 
no more the status of a leader in ou~' ~'%~on." 
A member of President Hafez Assad's cabinet said 
his government was convinced Sadat had extended a 
secret invitation to Israeli Prime Minister Menahem 
Begin to visit Egypt "to reciprocate Sadat's visit" to 
Jerusalem. 
"But that never shall be," he said. "We are not 
going, and other parties in the conflict will not go.,Let 
em ,(Sadat and Begin) hold this conference alone..If 
the Anlericans want o join them, so much the better. 
The whole world realizes what has been going on 
behind the curtains." 
The influential Jordanian daily Al Dastour 
questioned the wisdom of Sadat's invitations to Syria 
and the Soviet Union knowing "in advance that they 
will reject it." 
The newspaper said Sadat had chosen the wrong 
way to heal the split in Arab ranks and had made it 
appear that peace in the region was "based on Egypt 
and Israel alone while other parties have no signifi- 
cance." 
MOBILIZE STRUGGLE 
In Iraq, the government newspaper Al Thawra 
called for the mobilization of all Arab resources and 
"adoption of a comprehensive program for struggle" 
against Sadat. 
Baghdad Radio quoted the magazine Filasteen al 
Thawra, which speaks for the PLO, as saying Sadat's 
visit to Israel and his subsequent plans for a meeting 
in Cairo were "a continuation ofhis policy since he 
became president ofhitting the nationalist forces and 
siding with reactionaries, both internally and ex- 
ternally." 
r 
Arab dii)lomats aid Algerian President Houari 
Beumedienne appears to have failed to convince Syria 
and Iraq to shelve their differences. 
Boumedienne's envoy, Ahmed Taleb Ibrahimi, 
made abrief stopover in Damascus on his way back to 
Algiers from Baghdad where he delivered a letter to 
Iraqi Pgesident Ainned Hassan Bakr. Ibrahimi met 
Syrian President Hafez Assad Saturday before going 
to Baghdad. 
The diplomats noted that while Syria had stopped its 
press campaign against Iraq as a result of mediation 
by Libyan Premier Abdul Salam Jalloud last.week, 
Iraq continued to attack Syria. 
Japanese exports look rosy 
OTTAWA ~CP, -- The to find reliable and en- slide but American any upsurge of protec- 
outlook ior exports to vironmentall.v-~w- volicy-makers might be tionist sentiment would 
Japan next year has ceptable nuclear reactors ctisgruntled by the ob- hurt our trade and 
considerable potential have led ~o the very vious lopsidedness of economic outlook far 
because of a massive strong prospect that international trading beyond its impact on our 
Japanese trade surplus Japan will purchase two patterns." relations with Japan," it 
expected in 1977, says a or more Candu reactors At the same time that says. 
report prepared by the in the coming months." Japan is expecting its $12 "Canada should not 
Canada-Japan Trade EFI.'ORT EXPECTED billion surplus this year, only stand aloof from the 
Council. Canada and other the U.S. is facing a $20 rising clamor for 
The report says Japan, countries can expect billion deficit in services protectionism both at 
which facesan estimated "strenuous efforts" by and commodity trade. 'home and in the in. 
$12 billion surplus of the Japanese to spur In contrast o the U.S. ternational market, but 
exports over imports this growth and correct the and Europe. Canada has recognize that the best 
year, is considering a trade surplus which have a trade surplus o far this long-term interests of 
number of steps to in- sent the yen up to high year with Japan. In the Canada are served by 
crease imports, international levels com- first 10 months, imports applauding Japan's teps 
Among them are tariff pared with the U.S. and from Japan have totalled to liberalize imports, 
cuts, an easing of import Canadian dollars, the $1.474 billion while ex- avoiding confrontations 
controls, especially for report says. ports have been $2.177 over the structural im- 
agricultural products, If the yen has a high billion, pact of Japanese xports 
and a policy of stock- value, Japanese goods HARMFUL TO CANADA and seeking to rationalize 
piling energy and non- would be more expensive But the report warns speedily our own laggard 
ferrous metallic on the world market, that if any efforts are manufacturing sectors." 
minerals. If Japan does not step made by U.S. and 
"All of these moves up its imports from European interests to The council says 
would increase imports," Europe, North America halt Japanese imports, it Canada's trong export 
the report says. "In and Australia, there is will harm Canada performance in Japan 
has been the result of ~ articular, meat and the risk of a serious con- because the demand by airy products, uranium, frontation, the report Japan for Canadian Japanese buying rather 
copper and zinc offer new adds. materials uch as iron than Canadian selling. 
prospects for Canadian "Not only would Japan ore and coal will be C 
suppliers, be forced to revalue the slowed, should respond by t ;yin i[ 
"Japanese energy yen substantially while "For Uanada; a world harder to sell in Jap an, i 
requirements and a need the dollar continued to trader par excellence, adds. 
Rhodesia 
talks and fights 
SALISBURY LAPJ -- 
Prime Minister lan Smith 
and moderate black 
politicians are expected 
to start talks this week 
about an internal 
Rhodesian settlement 
despite the opposition of 
guerrilla leaders and 
skepticism abroad. 
While the politicians 
prepared, Rhedesian jet 
fighterbombers swept in 
and out of a military base 
near Salisbury without 
o 
Neighboring Mozam- 
bique • claimed Rhodesia 
had launched a major 
offensive against black 
n a t ion  
forces based in 
Mozambique. 
In a surprise statement 
Thursday, Smith offered 
to open immediate talks 
with black leaders based 
inside Rhodesia and 
pledged himself to 
elections with universal 
suffrage. Government 
officials said they expect 
the talks to open late this 
week. 
guerrillas based in 
Zambia nd a coleader of 
the Front, dismissed 
Smith's offer as a 
"deceit" to win time for 
t 
government. 
Sithole called Smith's 
offer a "decisive move." 
Chief Chirau also hailed it' 
and called on all 
guerrillas to lay down 
their arms and come 
home. 
Muzorewa more 
cautiously called for 
British.supervised talks 
between all parties in the 
Rhodesian dispute, in- 
cluding the guerrilla 
leaders to determine 
whether Smith "is 
geniune in his offer." 
URGES AMNESTY 
But he said the talks 
should be held even if 
some black groups, such 
as the guerrilla leaders, 
boycott them. He also 
said any settlement with 
Smith's white minority 
government must include 
an immediate halt to 
executions of "all 
prisoners of War" and Sources said the 
moderate blacks ac- unconditional amnesty 
\ cepted the proposed talks for the black guerrillas. 
after secret consultations In his statement 
with Smith. Those ex- Thursday, Smith agreed 
peered to participate are to the principle of elec- 
t .  Bishop Abel Muzorewa, ,ions on the basis of adult 
head of the African suffrage in return for 
• National Council, Rev. guarantees in a proposed 
,~ new majority rule con- Ndabaningi St'hole, who 
~ heads a breakaway stitution that will 
i" faction of the ANC and safegusrd the interests of 
~. y senator-chief Jeremiah R h od~ 
~~1 Chirau, president of the whites. 
I ~ Zimbabwe United Smith's offer won 
' Peoples' Organization. cautious approval from 
EXPECTS WIDE Britain and France. But 
~.. SUPPORT Andrew Young, U.S. 
Smith is said to believe ambassador to the United 
"~'i that the moderates can Nations, said the plan 
command support for a could only intensify the 
• settlement from more ~f /  five-year guerrilla war. 
than 85 per cent of Rho- Young and black African 
desia's 6.4 million blacks, presidents involved in the 
Smith did not rule out Rhodesian 'issue have 
articipation by the 
aders of the guerrilla 
Patriotic Front if they 
renounced violence. But 
Joshua Nkomo, leader of 
said the war will continue 
unless the black 
nationalist guerrilla lead- 
ers are included in a 
negotiated settlement. 
Protestplanned 
By GINNY GALT The 0FL proposed that 
TORONTO (CP) -- The the government 
Ontario Federation of rearrange its economic 
Labor (OFL) plans to policies to create era- 
march on the provincial ployment, hat it create 
legislature Tuesday to more training programs 
protest against layoffs geared to available jobs, 
and nsing unem- that it embark on a 
i::... 
ployment. 
Mo ey ot unds  fo immigrat ion  The 800,O00-member n n o r fed ration opened its 
annual policy convention 
By J. C. GRAHAM sk" to just'fy a companies, investing special skills and that his Sunday with a harsh 
CP Correspondent departure from ira- $30,000 initially, marital affairs in attack on the federal and 
AUCKLAND, ' N.Z. 
(CP) -- New Zealand's 
most publicized reject 
has left the country, as 
bewildered as New 
Zealanders over why he 
is unacceptable. 
He is Belgian 
mi l l iona i re  Victor 
Waroquier, who has been 
refused permission by the 
National Party govern- 
ment to settle in New 
Zealand. Immigration 
Minister T. F. Gill says 
his occupation, 
millionaire, is not among 
migration requirements. 
Waroquier, who is 
reputed to have assets of 
$3 million, arrived last 
year in his own 22-metre 
yacht. He and a trav- 
elling companion, Prisca 
Poirier, were granted 12- 
months entry permits. 
• They liked New 
Zealand and .applied for 
residence. Waroquier set 
about building a luxu- 
rious house at Kawakawa 
Inlet, in the beautiful Bay 
of Islands in the sub- 
tropical north. He also 
bought into two timber 
It has been reported 
that he planned to spend 
some $500,00 on varied 
industrial projects in 
northern New Zealand. 
BID TURNED DOWN 
However the ap- 
plications for permanent 
residence were refused. 
Permanent immigration 
requires compliance with 
varied criteria, including 
age, marital status, 
nationality and special 
skills. 
Gill said that 
Waroquier, 45, was too 
old to qualify, had no 
Amin  scares pr iest  
By ED McKENZIE 
St. Catharines Stan- 
dard 
ST. CATHARINES, 
Ont. (CP) -- When you 
first meet Rev. Benoni 
Mugurura-Mutana, he 
He came to Canada in 
1975 for two years of post- 
graduate studies at 
University of Western 
Ontario's Huron College. 
Last yeai"his wife Joy 
and their t~e  daughters 
joined him~nand they in- 
country and that it was 
only the most publicized 
example of Amin's cam- 
paign of terror against 
the church. 
The clergyman said 
most. Canadians have 
Belgium were not in 
order. 
"You cannot buy your 
way into New Zealand," 
said Gill. "He does not fit 
into our policy in any 
way.,' 
D. D. Currie, a partner 
with Waroqnier in. the 
timber projects, said he 
had considered appealing 
to various authorities 
against he decision but 
there did not seem to be 
any redress. 
• "Here is an industry 
that is labor intensive and 
it is an industry we 
require here," Carrie 
said. "I advertised and 
could not get any 
financiers. Up to 15 men 
would have been em- 
ployed and there are 
o~er people affected. 
A bulldozer con- 
tractor who was to clear 
the roads to the block of 
land and cut fire breaks 
rOVineial governments 
r not reducing the 
national unemployment 
rate, 8.3 per cent of the 
workforce last month. 
Today, OFL leaders 
are to appear before the 
Task Force on Canadian 
Unity with the message 
that governments should 
make full employment 
their first priority 
"because nothing tears at 
the fabric of unity more. 
than economic injustice." 
In his opening speech, 
OFL president Cliff 
Pilkey said the severe 
unemployment rate in 
Quebec "is fanning the 
flames of separatism." 
The convention took a 
strong stand against cuts 
in health services in 
Ontario following a 
stirring speech by 
Hamilton delegate 
Elisabeth Brokmann of 
the Canadian Union of 
massive low -incom~ 
housing program and 
that it "repatriate the 
economy from foreign 
control." 
Pilkey said the 
federation also asked for 
a prices review board 
with the power to roll 
back prices. 
He said Canadian labor 
"received quite a black 
eye on Mr. (Ontario 
Premier William) Davis' 
recent rip to Japan." 
USED DAVIS 
RHETORIC 
"The Japanese-- 
usually the politest of 
hosts--hit us with a bali 
of Davis' own rhetoric," 
he said. 
"The Tortes and other 
anti-labor Canadians. 
including many editorial 
writers, are forever 
running off at the mouth 
about workers being fat, 
lazy and over-paid. 
"When Davis asked the 
Japanese for more trade 
and possibly some branch 
plants, they played back 
the fat-lazy-andoverpaid 
theme they had learned 
I i~ /~A{I  strikes you as a cautious, only a partial un- now finds himself with Public Employees from consorting with 
almost frightened man. tended to.~$o back to derstanding of the nothing on his books and (CUPE). management types on 
But Father Ben, as he Uganda thi~summer. Ugandan dictator. Many the house-builder is out of She spoke of the their trips to Canada." 
is called, has good reason persons here tended to work." frustrations ofworking in Pilkey insisted that the 
r to be wary. BECAME WORSE view him as half buffoon, The dream house, a hospital when there are Canadian labor force is 
The new assistant But the political half maniac who ar- which is on timber not enough workers to do one of the most 
curate of St. George's situation there has grown bitrarily kills for political company land, has been an efficient job. productive in the world. 
~ ~  ~ - " ~  Anglican Church in St. steadily worse, so Father reasons or out of simple abandoned, half-finished, F ORM COMMON ~:conomic 
Catharines, fears Ben and the church blood lust. to the elements. Currie FRONT • mismanagement was to 
something he says might thought it best that he MOTIVAT ION EX- has handed over the land Peter Douglas, blame for productivity 
get back .to Uganda, and stay here for a while. PLA INED and equipment to auc- provincial coordinator problems. 
that President Idi Amin, He asked to be placed Father Ben said the tioneers for sale. for CUPE health care "Canadian workers are 
might take offence, in a "meaningful" fact that Amin is a The local member of workers, asked for the not pricing themselves 
That might cause position, and since St. Moslem is the key to his Parliament appealed for backing of the federation out of the market," 
trouble for Father Ben's George's needed an as- motivation. Since he took reconsideration of the in negotiations between Pilkey said. "They are 
38 brothers and sisters, sistant curate, the power in 1971, Amin has case, but to no avail. CUPE and hospitals and being flim-flammed out 
the children of his now- MugaruraMutana family systematically been Warequier was given un- proposed that all unions of the market by 
dead father by four came to St. Catharines. replacing Christians with til next March to leave, representing health care multinational cartels and 
wives. He said that although he Moslems in the country's but since this would be workers should form "a Canadian politicians who 
And it might jeopardize has been here just a few hierarchy, the height of the common front .,. to end boot-lick the capitalist 
Father Ben's chances of weeks, he is already "He fears the church," hurricane season in the the divide and conquer system." 
returning to the East beginning.to feel at home. said the Anglican church- waters to the north of tactics of the govern- A new industrial policy 
African country some But in his real home, in man, "and he feels called New Zealand, he decided ment." aimed at creating more 
day--an event he hopes the Kigezi region of upon by Allah to make the to leave in mid- Last week, the OFL  seeondary industry would 
will occur soon, when he southwest Uganda, and in nation Moslem." November. presented a brief to the help the Canadian 
, , ~ I ~ . ~ i ~ , I ~ L ~ '  receives "some in-the 94,000-square-mile Amin'sreligion said Waroquier expressed provincial government economy and create 
dication from home that country as a whole, anyone who gets in the amazement at his ex- demanding a full- more jobs. 
• * , t ,  *¢  the time is right." everybod~ is living in way of the advance of pulsion. Everybody told employment  polie.~ Give us the jobs and 
If he went back now, fear of his life." Islam could be "re- us we would qualify as Pilkey told delegates we'll take care of our 
o,~,,u ...... ,,--sr,~ ... the 3S-year-old He said the murder of moved," and by doing so permanent residents Sunday that Premier Wll- discontented youth, bur 
Clergyman fears he ArchbishopJanani on a large scale, the without any trouble," he tiara Davis "said little in immigrant poor, our 
"J uid we  ought to iron out our differences so would disappear, as so Luwum last February Ugandan leader was said. "Is it any wonder terms of an alternative native peoples' 
she hit me with the steam iron." many others have under caused hundreds of gaining points that would New Zealand has eco- except to rely on the grievances and our 
the Amin regime. Christiaa.~ to flee '~ the help him in heaven, nomic problems, private sector. national unity problem. 
Bruins clean up 
~YEs~HE CA~NADIAN On Saturday] : the 
When discussing the Bruins edged New York 
rampaging Boston Rangers 3-2, Washington 
Brutus, the statistics tied Toronto Maple Leafs 
speak for themselves., 4-4, Pittsburgh Penguins 
Unbeaten in their last beat the Islanders 5-2, 
II National Hockey Montrea I Caaad i
League games, .',the 'downed Detroit 3-I, St. 
Bruins have given up just Louis Blues nipped 
six goals in their last six Cleveland Barons 2-1, 
~ames'all victories-- Chicago tied Vancouver 
including the three Canucks 2-2 and Colorado 
consecutive shutouts hey Rockies and Minnesota 
carried into weekend ac- North Stars played to a 4- 
tion. 4 draw, 
And in their most Boston coach Don 
recent victory, a 4-1 Cherry said he is pleased 
triumph Sunday night with his team's per- 
over St. Louis Blues~ the formance. 
Brains allowed just 10 CHECKING PAYING 
shots on goaltender Giiles OFF 
Gilbert. Over the last five "We kept forechecking, 
games, they have per- which is a good sign," he 
mitted opponents a total said. "Last year we'd get 
of 75 shots on their goal, up 3-0 and we'd fall back 
an average of 15 per and kind of fall asleep a 
contest and about half the 
league average. 
The only interruption to
what could have been an 
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Al's chalk up Alouettes ? . • 
Rivers records overjoyed 
~ ~  *& By S(.',,TT ABB(YrT ~AANTSTOTALK 
By DENNIS PASSA the ArgonautS, who MdNTREAL  (CP) -- Starting quarterback 
Don Sweet s 23-point against Calgary Stem- M o three touchdown passes 
• ~ ~. performance in the peders at Vancouver. dressinl~ room after their among his 22 completions 
Canadian Football 41-6 triumph over Ed- in 40 pass attempts, aid I League champ.ions., p Perry's two in- monton Eskimos Sunday he would like to"sit down 
terceptions also tied him in the Grey Cup football and talk things over" ~ ~ - ' i f f "  I ame Sunday he~ped one for the record for most game was somewhat with team owner Sam 
- - ~ ~ ' =  [ gMontreal placekicker interceptions in a single subdued, whether Berger about a new 
~-"."------" ~ " "~ . . . . .  establish four individua| game set on five previous because it had long since contract. Wade enters the 
by Jim Culp Grey Cup records, occasions. • seemed sure or because option year of his current 
Sweet kicked six field The other individual the club had firmly be- agreement in 1978 and 
record is one that lieved it was destined to has been reported to be 
looking elsewhere. 
Because my column last week was late getting goals, had two singles 
published, the subject matter was somewhat out of and converted all three 
date. As a result, my guest article for this week, by Montreal touchdowns in 
Peter Breomhai, is not as I had indicated about a 'the Aiouettes' 41-6 win 
over Edmonton Eskimos recent fishing trip,-- but rather afishing trip that ook 
place during the first week in October of this year. 
The main street of Terrace as seen from the bakelse 
Coffee Shop, quietly says a great deal about he town. 
It's probably much the same the world over..The 
town's forefathers had the foresight to plant vanous, 
breeds of shade trees down one side of the street. The 
trees also serve to shield the eyes from the small 
buildings which boldly face the street. The buildings 
are mainly facades -- brick, stucco and glass faces. 
Thefacades momentarily obscure the humble frame 
realities which lurk behind them. It's what's up front 
little bit and the next 
thinl~ you know they'd 
pop m two and we'd be in 
a dog fight again." 
That hasn t been ll-game winning streak 
was a 4-4 tie Nov. 17 with happening recently. The that counts. 
Vancouver Canucks--a Brmns took a 3-0 lead on What was up front in the minds of the town s 
gamein which the Bruins goals by Brad Park, forefathers will likely never be knoWn. But they did 
came back from a 4-2 Bobby Schmautz and choose a beautiful setting. As the name implies, 
deficit with two goals 10 Wayne Cashman; then Terrace is a place of bench]ands. The Skeena River, 
seconds apart in the final got one from Don Mar- lower and clearer than ever now, winds its way past 
two minutes of the con- core after Ogilvie the ~wn toward Prince Rupert - -  and the sea. . 
test. " scored. After allowing the It s a rich river valley, and doubtless the first sec- 
All in all, quite a Rangers just 12 shots in tlers relied heavily on the river's riches. It's that sense 
stretch for the Bruins, Saturday's victory, the of opportunism, of utility, which is mirror~ in the 
who won only two of their Bruins permitted St. facedns. And the trees lining the street -- aliens as 
first eight games this Louis just two in the first some of them are -- hint at a lack of concern for the 
season, period, three in the natural, indigenous wealth of the valley. 
SHUTOUTBID second and five in the There's even a danger that he Terrace-Ki'timat folk 
SPOILED third, will probably fight like hell to waste much ot what mey 
"I wish we could play "You can't score any now have. Many seem determined to have an oil 
that way to the end of the goals unless you shoot," pipeline here. And if the pipeline does go through, it 
season," said Gilbert, observed St. Louis coach ~vfll scar the landscape and, even where it might he 
whose bid for a third Leo Boivin~ "We had 10 hidden in the river bottoms, itwilldamagesalmonand 
consecutive shutout was shots. When you play like trout runs. The up-front dollars, the fast bucks, have 
ruined by Brian Ogllvie's they did, you're net going always been too much for man to resist. 
power-play goal at 17:47 to lose too manyhockey That much Is even seen in the attitudes of some of 
of the second period games." the local and visiting fishermen. Too many seem in- 
Sunday night. Mel Bridgman and capable of letting any of their catch go. Too many_ 
,,It,s too bad. I wish I Ross Lonsberry scored, seem anxious only to drag their fish ashore to kill 
could have had another while Wayne Stephensun them. Too few seem to realize how magnificent these 
shutout because this was blocked 17 Los Angeles visitors from the sea really are. That many fishermen 
an easy night." " shots for his third shutout kill far more than they can use is quickly evident. That 
Gilbert had shut out of  the ,season, carrying they might quickly sell out what might better be savea 
Washington Capitals 6-0 Philadelphia to victory, is equally evident. And so it goes... 
and Chicago Black Pat Price and J .P .  If the oil pipeline goes, it doubtless will.be.run 
Hawks 1-0 in his previous Parisc scored goals 22 through the "natural communications corrieors'" -- 
two appearances, seconds apart in the third the nver and stream valleys. Perhaps along the 
In other NHL games period, lifting the Kitimat River, across the Lakelse, down the Clore, 
Sunday, Philadelphia Islanders over Detroit. and up. the Copper -- al l  waters which (though 
Flyers blanked Los Ric Sailing, ~ Gil probably. much depleted already) carry fine runs of 
Angol~ ,KinKs ~2~0~NeW t Pe~.~t.t~ ~tnfl'tI~h I~uce ss~op'~i~.~ead.~, {~ ~ .i/ 
York '-IslCm~rt ~tblS~_-~ se~r~d "~ kl~o'nd-pelqod che~bi i~th~e trees lin~the main str..eet have 
Detroit Red Wings 4-1 and_ "goals in a span o f3~ ali, ead~r~b~h touched by aut t~, n..Tbere is still some 
Buffalo Sabres nipped minutes, teaamg uunmo green, shine youth. But there s azso yeaow, orange, 
New York Rangers 3-2. past the Hangers. and dark red-- colors Which now appear on the once- 
silver sides of the upriver salmon and steelhead. 
. . ]  ,.'1 These are the colors of maturity of spawning, of death. 
E s k i m o s  These colors do not sadden the angler's eye, not so 
long as the colors belong to an ongoing cycle. But if 
there were to be no life after death, if these were to he 
i f  a n y o n e  cared mindthelast leaves and the last salm°n' n° °ne in his tolerate the autu n shades.
Those who frequent the rivers and streams know 
that he salmon runs are now almost over for the year, 
that only a few of the remaining cohees are suitable 
quarry for the angler, that most of the slamon shoum 
now be left -- unmolested -- to complete their 
riverbed rituals. The angler who turns his attention to 
the hillsides sees there a meeting of seasons -- the 
yellows of autumn and the white of winter. The firsc 
snows have come to the mountains. It is time the 
angler turned his attention toward steclhead. 
I have been fortunate to walk the streams -- with 
my frind and guide Jim Culp -- for several days: We 
have visited beautiful places, places where pipelines 
might go. And we have felt terror, terror of the 
ultlmate~costs of pipelines and quick dollars~ And we 
have found fish -- enough to satisfy any angler. An( l  
By JOHN SHORT 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Moving carefully in the 
dressing room because of 
a painful rib injury, 
Edmonton Eskimos 
fullback Jim Germany 
paused Sunday to talk 
about he 68,205 fans who 
Edmonton had no ex- 
cnses--"the field didn't 
heat us, Montreal did"-- 
but insisted the crowd, 
largest in Grey Cup 
history, was cheated of 
what could have been an 
interesting contest. 
Edmonton lest four of 
picked off. 
Defensive tackle Dave beautiful fish they were. 
Fennell, whose unit failed There is, in fishing, a great deal which is deeply 
to control seasoned personal, For me, the "ne plus ultra", is to have a 
Montreal . quarterback stecthcad take the fly,. On this trip, water conaztions 
Sonny Wade, said the have been such that Ive been able to fish exclusively 
Eskimos were not sur- with the fly. And I've been imndsomely rewarded: My 
prised by formations or Vancouver angling acquaintances womu ee enwous. 
tactics. To me, there are few a .n~!ing thrills capable of equally 
that of having afive to fifteen pound trout sieze the fly 
"We knew they were at the apex of its swing across, a cool, clean river. 
going to throw a lot bf There are few visual treats capable of matching that 
-draws and screens and of seeing a silver-sided steelhead thrust its way into 
we controlled those plays the air, scattering showers of spray across the river. 
pretty well," said Fen- And there are few moments as sadas that which oc- 
nell. curs when it is realized that all this, too, might pass. 
"It was their rollout There are, also, some paradoxical sensations. The 
passing. They kept feeling of being a giver of life (or, at least, not being a 
everyone in to block, taker of life) is often balanced by an awareness of how 
Wade found h]s receivers, frail, how puny, how moribundwe all are. I've long 
He played weU and he loved tweeihead, and it's been several years now since 
had time to throw the I've killed one. But one of the fish which so recently 
ball." shared its magic with me did not go free. He had taken 
the fly deeply, and the hook ruptured one of his gill 
rakers. Even before he came to the riverbank, he had 
watched Montreal five fumbles and had four 
A]ouettes whip the passes intercepted. 
Eskimos 41-6 in the Grey Montreal lost three 
Cup final, fumbles and had one pass 
"Didn't anyone care 
about them?" he asked. 
"Didn't anyone care 
enough to put a tarpaulin 
on the field?" 
Germany came out of 
the game and his ribs 
were diagnosed as broken 
after he attempted to 
corral a hall following a 
fumble by quarterback 
Tom Wilkinson in the 
second quarter. 
"I got hit three or four 
time~- on the play. I was 
hit in the same spot on an 
earlier play.. 
"Ma y,~ the fumble 
wouldn t have happened 
if the ball hadn't been so 
slick. 
Germany agreed with 
his team-mates that 
Badminton ~.'ven much of his llfe's blood to the river. I had to kill m, and in doing so, I was reminded of how all of us 
inevitably tread the path of the hunter, and how 
quickly and how unbidden death can come. 
The angler's line is a t lfin thread which reaches in~ 
the heart of mysteries. The angler's pm.ces are qmec 
places, places which s~.ak loudly to an inner hunger 
which never can he satmified by glitter and tinsel 
JIMS TACKLE SHOP 
Are you looking for a good quality fishing 
rod and reel for a Christmas gift? 
COME ON IN ANDVIS ITOUR SHOP- 
We are  open all year round with a good 
selection of Fly . Spinning - Salt Water 
Fishing Tackle ond Accessories. 
4120 Hwy. i6 East Phone 635.9471 
tourme soon 
t 
Following the tour- 
nament ~ an informal 
smorgasbord dinner will 
he held at the home of 
Dinnis and Irma Brewer. 
• Each player contributes 
a fvaourite dish so that 
the courses offered are 
deliciously varied. 
This tournament is 
always well received as it 
enables new and, old 
~layers alike to mix and 
ave fun both on the 
courts and afterwards at 
the no-host dinner. 
Further details can be 
obtained by  phoning 
Murdo Macdonald at 63~ 
2301 or Fran Power at 
635-5217. 
in a game that saw 25 
Grey Cup records broken 
or tied. 
The 29-year-old Van- 
couver native, who won 
the Eastern Conference 
scoring race this season, 
set the following in- 
dividual marks: 
--Most points scored 
career in Grey Cup 
games, 45, breaking the 
previous mark of 30 held 
by Joe Krol of Toronto 
Argonauts. 
--Most points in a 
single game: 23. The 
former ecoro of 22 was 
held by Jim Van Pelt of 
Winnipeg Blu e Bombers 
in a game against 
Hamilton TigarCats at 
Vancouver in 1958. 
--Most field goals 
career in the Grey Cup, 
12, improving Sweet's 
previous record of six. 
--Most field goals in a 
single game, six, 
breaking his mark of fear 
in a game against Ed- 
monton in 1974. 
"I told the guys before 
the game that hese Grey 
Cupa always come down 
to the kicking game," 
Sweet said in the Mow 
treal dressing room. "But 
I'd be just as happy ff 
they gave me four or five 
ennvarts and that's all." 
Sweet has scored 9-3 
points on one other oc- 
casion but it was in a pro- 
season game. 
In addition, Sweet 
helped Montreal 
e~tablish two team 
re~ords for field goals 
and a third mark for two 
teams in the final: . 
--Most career field 
goals, 15, breaking the 
previous mark of 11 held 
by Winnipeg. 
--Most field goals in a 
single game, six, im- 
proving the mark of four 
established by Sweet in 
1974. 
--Most field goals by 
two teams in a single 
game, eight, breaking the 
previous mark of five 
established onthree other 
occasions. 
The attendance of 
68,205 at Olympic 
Stadium also set a Grey 
Cup record. The record of 
53,467 had been 
established last year at 
Exhibition Stadium in 
Toronto. 
Four other individual 
marks were set or tied, 
three of them by 
defensive back Vern 
Perry of Montreal. 
Perry's 74-yard return of 
,The annual "Fun 
Tournament" of the 
Terrace Badminton will 
be held this Sunday, 
December 4th at the 
Thornhiil Jr. High School 
gym. Players ot all ages 
and ability are urged to 
attend. The accent is on: 
having fun while exer-. 
clzing. Players are 
matched according to 
ability and then han- 
dlcapped in an effort to 
make everyone as equal 
as possible. Former 
players and aspiring new 
players are warmly in- 
vited to join in this first 
social event of the 
current season. 
Lemmerman will not win. 
cherish. He was in- The margin of victory, The nine-year veteran, 
tercepted four times however, wasasmuch of voted the most valuable 
Sunday, tying Sam Et- a surprise to the player in the Canadian 
cheverry's record from Alouettes players as to Football League 
the 1956 game. anyone lse. championship game for 
"When it rains, it the third time, gave gooa 
Other team marks p.ours," said utility marks to Edmonton 
established or tied lineman Gary Chown, middle linebaeker Dan 
Sunday: who didn't know the final Kepley, the season's best 
By Montreal: score. "That's amazing defensive player in 
to beat Edmonton like balloting by sport- --Most pass com- 
pletions in Grey Cup that. But when we were swriters. 
history,, 136, tying up by 10 or 13 points, we "He's a fine football 
Hamilton s total. Mon- didn't let up, we just kept player," Wade said. of 
treal quarterback Sonny coming at them." Kepley. "He knocked one 
Wade was 22 for 40 Despite the handcap of touchdown pass away 
the field s condition-- from Larry Smith." 
Sunday. hard and slippery with But O'Leary was 
--Most penalties in a ice--head coach Mary getting loose •against 
single game, 19, breaking Levy said he had wanted Kepley to good effect, 
the mark of 14 held by his players concentrating Wade said. "I realized 
Ottawa Rough Riders in nn the Eskimos, not the they were trying to cover 
the 1976 game against elements or other items. O'Leary with Kepley and 
Saskatchewan "I told them when we it's almost impossible for 
Roughriders at Toronto. came back in here just him to cover. He's the 
--Most penalty ards in before the game that the middle linebacker while 
a single game, IS7, Eskimos were our con- O'Leary's the right 
breaking the previous corn, nothing else," Levy halfback and in motion. 
mark of 112 by Hamilton said. "I told them the There's no way Kepley 
in 1953. field conditions were can cover him." 
going to make some MISSED ONE 
--Most interceptions, strange things happen Placekicker Don 
history, 15, improving and not to worry about Sweet, who kicked a 
Montreal's previous team it." record 23 points !u the 
mark of 11. HAD SLIM LEAD game, including six field 
Montreal dominated goals, another mark, said -Most interceptions in
a single ~ame, four, tying the first half but led by he had thought the one 
the prmnous mark set by only 10-3, although even attempt he missed was 
the Alouettes in 19S6 that didn't worry him, going to be good. 
against Edmonton. Levy said. "I hit that ball well and 
"I don't hink there was I figured it was good. But 
--Most points cored in time to worry," he said of it just blew or something 
the third quarter of a the intermission. "We and went off to tbe left." 
Grey Cup game, 20, were talking about their H 
breaking the mark of 18 defence and what we showing was a heavier 
established by the wanted to do ourselves. It workload than Sweet 
Eskimos in 1956. wasn't an emotional would have been satisfied 
By both teams: experience at all." with, however. 
--most penalties in a Levy, never one to take "I told the guys before 
single game, 27, b.reaking anything for granted, the game that these Grey 
the previous marI~ of 19 admitted feeling sure of Cups always come down 
by Saskatchewan and victory only with ~ less ~ the" kicking,,game~an~ 
Ottawa last year. than two minutes to play, , I d be just as..happy*:.If 
but he relented they gave me four or five 
--Most yards penahzed somewhat. "By late in o,,,,~Hs and that's all." 
in a single game, 172, the third quarter I knew 
breaking the record of148 we'd have to have a In  b l~ i~f  
set by Hamilton and disaster to lose. But 
Winnipeg in 1958. Indidn't want one." 
--Most yards returned Running back John WOMAN WINS 
on kickoffs in a single O'Leary, who carried 
game, 224. The previous nine times for 40 yards VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
record of 208 was set by and caught six passes for Doris Bloomfield of 
95 more in an outstanding Victoria won $100,000 
Hamilton and Winnipeg performance, said the Friday in the Lucky Leo 
in 1952. cold weather and field Lottery draw but said she 
By Edmonton: conditions constituted was too surprised to say 
--Most first downs on "theworstconditions I've what she will do with the 
penalties, thrm~r~ing the ever played in." money. A. B. Neufeld of 
previous "They Hut this suburban Delta won 
established on seven chemical on t,=,ield that $7,500, and Audrey 
other occasions, was supposed to thaw it Erhardt of Comox on 
--Fewest otal yards in out, but it made the ball Vancouver Island won 
a single game, 102, slippery. It was un- $2,500 in the lottery spon- 
break~ the old mark of believable. You just sered by Lions clubs of 
155 set by the Eskimos in couldn't hold on to it. British Columbia to help 
1974. That's why there were all raise money for hart- 
-Most yards rushing, those fumbles." . dicapped children. 
history, 1,478, improving 
Edmonton's previous 
mark. The 56Eskimos P l a n  
rushed for only yards a 
Sunday. 
--Most yards retumed w e e k e n d  e s c a p e  a Bruce Lemmennan on kickoffs in a single 
pass in the fourth quarter game, 178, breaking the 
combined with an earlier to  V a n c o u v e r  a n d  14-yard return put ~ previous mark of 166 set 
by Hamilton and British 
into the Grey Cup record Columbia Lions in 1964. 
book for most yards on h i d e  o u t  a t  t h e  interception return 
career and in a sm~e TryFitnuslefUn'some. 
game. .sno   Sheraton Plaza Both marks--54 yards " 
each-- were previously 
held by Dick Thornton of SPECIAL 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS WEEKEND 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy/investigate he a dva ntagea of this rent- PAC E 
to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why Enjoy three days and two nights 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last in your complete weekend hide- 
months rent and drive away. out and fun center. Close toVan- 
EXAMPLES couver's famed Stanley Park, Gas- plus 5% Prov\ tax 
town and shopping, Top class 
Based on 36 month lease e nte.rtalnment nightly, in our 
78 F 2S0 pickup 78 Econoline Van 78 C 100 Chev pu 
$148.00per month S136,0Oper month S129.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
S2,175.00 SI,975.00 S1,675.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 camaro HT 78 Zephyr Sedsnl 75 Dodge Van 
S13t.00per month S124,00per month $129.00per month 
lease end price lease end priceS lease end price 
$2,025.00 S1,825.00 $1,675.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 F150 4 x 4 78 Olds Cutlass 
S99,00 per month SlSS,00per month $139.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price i 
S1400.00 $2,275.00 S~l,025.00 
or simJH~ return or simply return or simply return j
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL bARRY HAYES- RICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
¢ 
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• NOTICE ~ 
47,~ •HOMES ;~ 
FOR •RENT 
BOYONA q LASS, The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
dotsrmlne page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
dlreded to the Herald Box 
Reply Servlca, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Ho ld"  
Inatrucflona not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims at errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
ipaca occupied by the In- 
correct or omlffed Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits 'any ad- 
vertlalng that discriminates 
agslnet any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, netlonellty, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 
years, unless the'condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
70. 
LIVESTOCK 
14, BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
! . .  
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 daysa week 
Monday to Friday, at. 
tornonns 
PUBLISHER 
W.R. (Bill) Loiselle 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1971 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
58. MOBILE 
HOMES 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.oo. 
Box 399, Terreco, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Eckankar presants a film 
and public lecture Sunday, 
December 4 at 7:30 p.m. 
Held at 5112 Graham. For 
further Information call 635. 
6479 Glen Shephard (area 
rap.) 
Terrace Italian Canadian 
Club will be holding tholr 
Annual Christmas Dance 
Dec. 3rd 1977. Starting at 8 
p.m. et the Terrace Arena 
Banquet Room. Hot supper 
wUl be served at 11 p.m. 
Music by the Comancheroes. 
For tickets phone any 
member of call Kelum 
Electric. 
A .Tea and Bazaar will be 
held in St. Mathew's 
Anglican Church Christmas 
Bazaar. Sat. Nov. 26 at 2 
p.m. 
There will be a Christmas 
tree sale Dec. 9th, lOth, 16th 
and 17th at the Co~p parking 
lot and next to the Bank of 
Commeree. They will be $3, 
$5 and S7. You can call In 
orders for trees et 635.4060. 
Terrace Minus 1 Club Dance 
Sandman Inn - Sat. Nov. 
26th 9:00 p.m. 
All persons 25 years end 
older. Single, widowed, 
divorced or separated are 
welcome. Information call 
635.2094, 635-9649 
The Terrace Art Association 
is sponsoring a free slide 
show and talk on Japanese 
crafts by craftsperson 
Delvlna Field, who has lust 
returned from Japan, at 8 
p.m., Friday, Nov. 25 in the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
Everyone welcome. 
There Is a Christmas Bake 
and Craft sale at Co~p 
Shopping center Dec. 17th 
(Saturday) from 10.6 p.m., 
featuring many bake goods, 
breads, canning, quilts, 
weaving, pillows, metal 
work, Christmas stockings 
and wreaths and many 
more. 
Thornhlll Jr. Secondary 
School concert band is 
s~nsorlng a Bingo Thurs. 
Dec. 1 at 8 p.m. In the 
Thornhlll Junior Secondary 
School Library. Admission 
Is $3.00 which Includes the 
first Bingo card and 10 cents 
for each ad~litlonal card per 
game. Prizes galore. 
THE TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION is sponsoring 
a pre.Chrlatmas sale of arts 
and crafts on Dec. 3 from 5 
p.m. - 7 p.m. and on Dec. 4 
from 10 a.m. - S p.m. In the 
Torrece Library Arts Room. 
THE TERRACE LITTLE 
THEATRE Is presenting a 
Christmas program for 
children and families, 
featuring the Three Little 
Pigs, Santa Claus and music 
on the afternoons of Dec. 10. 
and 11th In the Little Theatre 
Building on Kslum. Please 
pick up the 50c tickets at 
McColIs Real Estate, after 
De:. 1, to reserve a space. 
A comn:t"lttue of local people 
Interested ;ln building a 
complex to house pre.school 
programs, day care, the 
child.minding centre, an arts 
and crafts area and other 
facilities for Interested 
groups, are meeting on Dec. 
7, at 7:30 p.m. In the Daycare 
Centre on Park Ave. to form 
s satiety. Any Interested 
persons welcome. Jane 
Pitch 638-1233. 
"The Terrace Art 
Association is holding a 
"picture loan" on December 
6th, at 8 p.m. In the Terrace 
Ilbrery arts room. Palnflngs 
should be returned at 7:30 
p.m. so they can be put on 
dlaplay for selection. The 200 
original paintings will be 
available for selection at 8 
p.m. Everyone welcome... 
Thenk you. 
Discussion & lecture open to 
all persons on "Women & 
Unions" with Astrld 
Davldson Thur. Dec. 1, 1977 7 
p.m. - 10 p.m. Northwest 
Community College Room 
202. For Information please 
call Community Education 
Services 635.4931. 
There will be a meeting of 
the Planned Parenthood 
Association November 30 at 
8:00 p.m. in the basement of 
the Public Library. Anyone 
Interested welcome to at- 
tend. 
BIG BAND DANCE 
Plan to attend. 
Terrific Music. 
Great Fun. 
Good Food. 
Skeena Junior High Gym. 
Dec. 3 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Tickets Available: 
Terrace Sight & Sound 
Uplands Grocery 
Table & Party Reservaflon 
Call Ted Gough 
635.2428 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. end 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
openlng of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in. 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
-Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Frlday at the 
Community Centrefrom 1:30 
- 4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Clinics - Man. Wed. & 
Fri., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
• V.D. Clinic. 3:00 p.m. every 
Mort. & Thurs. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find It hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the Iovlng con- 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.3302. 
Nutrition classes will be held 
Nov. 9.16-23.30th in the St. 
Matthews Anglican Church 
basement starting at 7:00 to 
9. Everyone Is welcome that 
is Interested In learning how 
to prepare good nutritious 
main cause meals with out 
using meat, plus how to 
make different breads and 
salads. 
There Is a reglstratlon fee 
of $15.00. (nc4) 
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Sparrow, 
Terrace, B.C. announce the 
engagement of their 
daughter Jo-ann to lan 
.Crouch son of Mr. end Mrs. 
Alex Crouch, Kelowna, B.C. 
(cl-20) 
PATS KNITS 
Knitting Machlne Sales 
Lessons - Patterns - Ac- 
cessories 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638-1409 
(cff4mo-18n) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the Iobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctt) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting 
and household repairs. 
Phone 635.5876 or 638.1231. 
(ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con 
trading. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635-5876 or 638-1231. 
(ctf) 
CERAMICS BY PEARL 
Workshop. Call 635-3854 for 
further Information. 
(clf.feb14-78) 
HELP WANTED: Jour- 
neyman Heavy Duty 
Mechanic required for 
Propane Company, 
specializing In propane 
carboratlon Installation and 
maintenance of company 
delivery fleet. Propane 
carboratlon experience an 
asset. Contact Cegas 
Product Ltd., Calgary 
Alberta, 403.287-1951. (c5-2) 
WANTED: Truck super- 
visor - to supervise the 
maintenance and operation 
of fleet of trucks and mobile 
equipment. Salary corn- 
mensurate with experience. 
Please apply In writing to 
Northland Navigation Box 
241, Kitlmat, B.C. (c12tf) 
Community Education 
Services requires instructors 
for e variety of programs 
starting in January. If in- 
terested In teaching a class 
please contact Frances 
Long. School Board 635.4931. 
AN INTERNATIONAL OIL 
CO. offers plenty of money 
plus cash bonuses, et home 
training for mature In- 
dividual In Terrace area. 
Regerdleso of experience, 
write £.B. Read, Pres., 
Tlffeny Asphalt In. 
ternatlonal, Box 1707, Sta. R, 
Toronto, Ont. M4G 4A3. 
WANTED: Experienced 
Housekeeper, babysitter -- 
Mon-FrI., 8:30 -5:30. One 3 
month old and one school 
aged child• References 
required. Phone 635.4607. 
(C5.20) 
ENGINEERING AIDE 
TERRACE 
51,222 - S1,424 
For Provincial Ministry of 
Highways & PublicWorks, to 
handle preliminary checking 
of subdivision permit, land 
use contract and re.zoning 
applications; to carry out 
title searches and some 
draughting assignments; to 
maintain records and 
compile Information for 
various reports. Secondary 
School graduation and three 
years' releted experience; 
(B.C.I.T. diploma in ap- 
proprlate dlscipllne credited 
towards  exper ience  
requirement); shift work 
may be involved; must be 
wllllng to serve anywhere In 
Region.Province. 
Isolation Allowance of 
$52.80 per month is paid. 
Canadian citizens are 
given preference. 
Obtain applications from 
the Public Service Com- 
mission, 1488 Fourth 
Avenue, Prince George V2L 
4Y2 OR the Government 
Agent, 4506 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace VeG 1P5 and return 
to PRINCE GEORGE by 
December 7, 1977. 
COMPETITION NO. 
77:2410 
(cl-20) 
WANTED: Required a 
babysitter as of January 3, 
1978 to care for 2 children 
ages 3 and 4 years in my 
home. Phone 638-1667 after 6 
p.m. (c5-1) 
3 bedroom trailer majority 
furnished. $200 per month 
plus trailer space rental. 
Contact MaurJce Bolduc at 
635.2947 in Thornhill (p13.4) 
1 - 2 bedroom house, fur. 
nished, In Thornhlll, suitable 
for single or couple. Phone 
635-5775, 635-5874 (C2-21) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
;leeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, cert. 
trally located. Full~ 
furnished. Reasonabh 
• etes by day or week. Non- 
Jrlnkers only. Phone 635. 
5611. (ctf) 
BASEMENT SUITE FOR 
RENT: 3 bedroom, kitchen 
and living room, wall to wall 
carpet. Close to hospital, 
school & town. Phone 635. 
3704. (p3-20) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroorr 
suites for rent. Fridge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security Interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) 
FOR SALE: 30 gal. 
aquarium with .• Biozonlc 
filter, 2 bulb light cover, 
heater, assorted fish and 
stand. Reasonably priced at 
$120. Phone 635-6802. (c5-2) 
FOR SALE: "Xmas 
Decorations" unique and 
unusual X.mas decorations 
bobbles, holly berries, paper 
mache, animals, and much 
more. Wlnterland General 
Store. 3210 Kalum St., 
Terrace, (c5-2) 
15' cubic ft. deep freeze used 
2 winters $150 or best offer. 
Phone 635.2877 after 6 p.m. 
on weekends only (stf) 
FOR SALE: Gold Nuggets 
at 10c, 25c, 50c. Mln. order 
$5.00. All orders C.O.D. 
Complete satisfaction or 
money refunded. 
Win. W. Larkin 
Canyon View 
Placer Mines 
Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c15-21) 
FOR SALE: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute pups for 
sale. Topshow line. Sired by 
Naksola's Silver Tip Paco. 
Reg. No. H.N. 73117, Dam 
Tro-Tan's Blackle Reg. No. 
DYD295. Ready Dec. 4, 1977. 
First come first pick. Phone 
846-5395. (c3.21) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS " 
- - .  . . . . .  , " . :  . . . .  .'. / .  
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scoff. 
One, two and thre( 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down 
town. Clean, quiet 
spacious, security Iockur 
and patrol. 
635.5224 
(ctf) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
duplex suite for rent en 
Queensway. $190 per month. 
Heat included. Phone 635. 
2837. (c3-2) 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.8 on Scoff Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
(ctf) 
FOR RENT: ,, "Twin 
Apartments" 1 bedroom 
furnlshed unit, 2 bedroom 
furnished unit. 3 minute 
walk from downtown. Phone 
635-2039 or call at 3314 Sparks 
St. (p2.20) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
duplex. 5 minute walk to all 
shopping centres, stove & 
frlge. Immediate oc- 
cupancy. References 
required. Phone 635.2834. 
(p5-3) 
Now buyJu Fine Arts and 
Indian Antiquities. 
Write to: 
Mrs. L. MacDonald 
11577 - 149 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
TSM lW9 
(ctf.PL.D18) 
Clinton 
Manor 
Furnished or unfurnlshe¢ 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-3941 
638.1032 
Do it Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 335  
THE DAILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 
bedroom house, wall to wall 
carpet, full basement, gas 
heat, close to school and 
town. Drive by 4921 Park or 
phone for eppolntment 635- 
7382 or 635.7594 (o29) 
FOR SALE: In Thornhlll, 3 
bedroom, 1 level, 1,950 sq. ft. 
private ~/2 acre dead end st 
split level cedar pat' 
crossing creek. Large rec 
room, wet bar, fireplace, c-' 
5'x10' pool tebel. Low taxes, 
$39,500. Phone to view 635- 
4350. (PI0-4) 
FOR SALE: SKB Auto 
Salvage Motors; 77 Pontiac 
400 blue block 150 miles. 77 
Ford 302, 850 miles. 77 
Datsun 1400cc 2800 miles, 75 
Ford 360 34,000 miles. 77 
Chev 250 with 10,000 miles. 
For more Informetlon. Call 
Ken 635-2333 (c5-21) 
FOR SALE: 1970 Mustang 
Math I. 351 Cleveland. Good 
mags and tires. 4 speed tran. 
pos. track. Phone 635.6732. 
Must sell, new palM. AND 
1971 Dodge PLRIG 4 door. 
Good clean shape. Offers. 
635-6732 or 3986 Simpson. 
[P4-19) 
FOR SALE: 1976 W924 
Kenworth Logging Truck 
with new electric scales 
additional parts and ac. 
cassorles. 4' Fontaln sliding 
fifth wheel. Phone 849.5349 
(cS.2) 
MUST SELL: 8'X44' trailer 
with Joey shack, in excellent 
condition. New wiring with 
electric and propane heat. 
$3500.00. Phone John at 635- 
5850 or 635-7324. (PI0-4) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
furnished trailer- Apply B1- 
1885 Quesnsway. (pl.20) 
FOR SALE: 1967 10x42 ft. 2 slblllty. Apply in writing 
bedroom trailer. Good stating experience to Box 
condition, fully furnished. 105, care of 909, 207 West 
Phone 635-3498. (P5-20) Hastings St. Vancouver, V6B 
1H7. 
1975 Dodge 3/4 club cab 4x4, 
V8 automatic P.S., P.B. , 
eamperized canopy and 
bumpers S1500 wheels and 
tires. 29,000 miles on it. 
Asking $6,900 Phone 574.4953 
Surrey (c7.21) 
1977 Ford E.150 window van. 
Excellent condition, 19,000 
miles, automatic V0, P.S., 
P.B., tape dock, summer- 
winter radials. Asking $6100. 
Phone 846.5U5. (c3.21) 
Webb 
Refrigeration 
4623 SOUCIE 635-2188 
e 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(cff) 
I 
REG. APPALOOSA mare. 
Excellent horse for children. 
Phone 635-7878 for further 
Into. (P5.20) 
FORSALE: 1973ChevelleS- ~/2 Arab V3 quarter horse 
W In excellent condition. :t~or°ug~bl"ed ~ ,  ,L  , gel d..~g,, 4 
.:~Wlth P,S, P.B.i redlo~', tape -.years old. E~quipment In- 
dock, Michelin tit.as, low duded: Phone'635.74~7: (c3. 
mileage. Thlslaaoneowner 20) 
well cared for auto. $3800 
HELP WANTED: Ad. 
vertlslng sales represen. 
tatlve wanted for weekly 
paper, southern interior of 
B.C. Experience preferred. 
Must be self starter and 
willing to accept respon- 
Phone 635.6802. (c5-2) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford 
Bronco, 12,000 miles. Phone 
635.2044. (c5-2) 
1976 Chev 3/4 4x4 V8, 4 speed, 
P.S., P.B., dual tanks 19,000 
miles. Price $6,300. Phone 
574-4953 Surrey (c7.21) 
1967 Volkswagon Beetle 
Stock must be seen to be 
appreciated, rebuilt motor. 
Excellent condition. $900 
firm Phone 635.2871 after 6 
p.m. (sff) 
FOR SALE: 76 Cellca Lift 
beck. Excellent condition. 
13,000 miles, asking $4,700. 
Phone 635.6911. (c4.2) 
FOR SALE: 1975 Glendale 
Elmonte 12'x66' 3 bedroom 
unfurnished. Set up and 
skirted complete with 
fireplace and 2 additions, 
first Is 7'x12' Insulated and 
panelled, second is 7'x7' with 
14' covered and carpeted 
porch. Phone 635.7645 after 5 
p.m. or view at No.27 
Timberland Trailer Park 
(c10.21) 
DISCERNING ADULTS. 
Shop discreetly by mail. 
Send $1.00 for our latest fully 
illustrated catalogue of 
marital aids for beth ladies 
and gentlemen. Direct 
Action Marketing Inc. Dept. 
U.K., P.O. Box 3268, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6B 3X9. (ctf) 
BUSINESS OP- 
PORTUNTIES: For sale by 
owner • Retail Music Store • 
Interior B.C. - 1977 sales of 
pre-recorded music, hi.fl 
stereo, accessories and 
musical Instruments ex- 
ceeding 300,000. secured 
major brands. Long lease of 
very attractive new modern 
premises centrally located. 
Interested parties only • no 
agents please. For further 
Information write Owner 
Box 151, careof the Tribune, 
188 North 1st Ave., Williams 
Lake, B.C. V2G 1Y8. 
BUSINESS OP- 
PORTUNITIES: 52 Pad 
Trailer Park and owner 
accommodation. Finances 
available will consider small 
trade. S290,000. Excellent 
yield. Rec room, laun- 
dromat D. Mars, 395.4975, M 
& R Realty 395-2251. 
BUSINESS OP- 
PORTUNITIES: Carlbeo 
Business Opportuntles. 
Autobody Shop, compleN 
$100,000. Recreational sales. 
A real money maker 175,000. 
Aspen Realty Ltd.,. Box 1377, 
100 Mile House, B.C. V0K 
2E0. Phone 395.4054. 
FORSALE: Charolais Bulls 
for sale - purebred or per. 
centage, palled. Also one 
purebred with horns. R. 
Perry 849-5404. (p5-21) 
WEINER PIGS FOR SALE: 
20 well started welner pigs, 
castrated and dewormed. 
Can be seen at 5023 Kelth St. 
or phone 635-7762 also 2 Pol 
Angus Beef approximately 
900 Ibs. Phone 635-7762. (c3- 
20) 
HELP WANTED: RAISE 
EARTHWORMS-- Growers 
needed. Buy.back contract 
provides year.round market. 
High Profit potential. Full 
or part-time. Write: BAIT 
BARN WORM FARMS, 253 
Harbour Ave., North Van. 
couver, B.C. or call 986.1033.. 
V7J 2E8. 
i 
Recycle your paper bags by 
bringing them into Win. 
terland General Store. We 
can use good clean bags of 
.any size~ 
Most birds use their nests only one season. The eagle, 
however, comes back to the same nest year after year. 
"LOOK" 
As low as $200.00 you can buy a 14'wide 
mobile home. furnished, set up and delivered. 
HURRY! 
Phone Mr. George - collect 434-9175 j
QUEENSWAY 
AREA 
Carriers for 
Daily Herald 
required 
immediately. 
Extra earnings. 
PHONE 
635-6357 
\ 
/ 
A 
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Panoramic ..,view: 360 degrees 
If you are a giant, step 
out of Okanagan Lake, up 
to Summerrand's Sand 
Hills, and then on the 
Giants Head Mountain to 
get the best view of the 
Okauagan. 
ff you are a, visitor, 
drive to the centre of 
Summerland, take 
Victoria Road out of 
town, and then the Giants 
Head turnoff. 
Although the approach 
read to Giants Head 
meanders along the 
mountain's northern side, 
you cannot miss the 
distinctive profile of the 
giant that dominates the 
Skyline on the southern 
side. 
Local legend has it that 
the giant sculptured hiw 
own face by suspending 
himself over the valley on 
invisible scaffolds built 
for him by Ikauagan 
Falls' fairies. 
No Okanagan visitor 
should miss this drive. 
Behind Giants Head is 
a 10-hectare (25-acre) 
park. 
At the beginning of the 
climb to the top of Fiants 
Headis the "House on the 
Hill'. It is now a private 
residence. Once, from 
1905 to 1915, it was 
Okanagan College, a co- 
edueat|onal Baptist in- 
stitution. Before Sum- 
merland had its own high 
school, day students had 
to climb the .hill safly to 
attend classes tl~ere. The 
outbreak of World War I 
and the opening of the 
University of British 
Columbia led ~o its 
closure. However,- many 
residents othis d~i~ refer 
to the white building as 
Okanagan College. 
The 'House on the Hill' 
was also the "Home of 
the Friendless", a place 
for the aged. Here 
religious tracts were 
printed and distributed. 
It was even a king of 
nursing home run by 
controversial Ma White, 
a colorful character who 
often got into trouble with 
the government who 
disagreed with her 
education standards. 
Later it was a Seventh 
Va~ Adventist camp. 
• You enter the park at a 
low stone wall through a 
wrought steel gate that 
features the dogwood, 
B.C.'s floral emblem. 
Giants Head Park and 
the access road to the 
summit were developed 
as a Summerland cen- 
tennial l~roject in 1967 on 
the suggestion of two 
local pioneers. 
The road to the sununit 
is narrow and winding. 
Prepare, however, to stop 
often for pnaoramic 
biews on three-sides. 
First there is the town 
and its residences. Next, 
Jimmy Stewart 
the orchards at its flanks, like "fingers betfveen the 
Finally, the lake and the mountains on the west. 
mountains. 
Closer at band are Beneath your feet are 
yellow, sage brush and the orchards and gardens 
sparse ponaerosa pine. of Prairie Valley and 
Higher on the benehland Paradise Flats, the 
harshly eroded cliffs of 
are Douglas fir. And Zimmermans Gulch 
eveyrwhere are magpies, contrasting with the _wen- 
Canada jays, coveys of 
Californai quail and ordered farmlands of the 
AgriCultural Rose.arch 
chukhar partndge. Centre, the black tregtles 
Leave your care at the 
parking lot. Then, walk of the Kettle Val ley 
one of the trials to the Railroad and the wiggle 
between the mountains 
summit, 831.6 metres, that is Trout Creek. 
(2,772 feet) above sea 
level. Every notable feature 
If you are energetic, is signposted with a 
cover the last 60 metres marker and viewing tube. 
(200 feet) in about 400 
steps by taking the. near- To mark the park as a 
verticaltrail. For a more centennial pro~eet is a 
leisurley stroll, choose granite block with a time 
one of the several capsule, containing ar- 
alternative trails at lower tlules depicting the way it 
. gradients. • . was in 1967, sealed into 
Rustic seats at vantage the cairn. When the 
ipoints allow you to enjoy Reeve of  Summerland 
opens the capsule in 2067, 
:the view or have a meal l~e or she wiil find a letter 
on the way up. There are 
picinictables tooat shady dated 1967 from the 
Reeve of the yearra mail- 
spots, order summer sale 
And the climb is worth Catalogue, a history of 
it: at the top you have a Gartrells -- a local 
3~(~degrea p norama of pioneering family, a local 
the Okanagan Valley: newspaper, a TV guiue, 
from Peachiand in the stamps and photographs. 
north to Skaha Lake at It is lioped that his Reeve 
Pentieton in the south;- will also find the view 
from Naramata on the from Giants Head 
other side of Okanagan summit just as fantastic 
Lake in the east to the and beautiful as it is 
many valleys spreading 
Landmarks 
By SUSAN AGER 
HEALDSBURG, Calif. 
(AP) -- Jimmy Stewart, 
who has played opposite 
beautiful women like 
Grace Kelly and June 
Allyson, has no 
misgivings now about co- 
starring with a dog. 
CLASSlF lED RATES 
and Lassie in 
"I gave up ~trying to 
compete with Lassie. You 
have no chance," he said 
wryly at a rustic winery 
here where scenes from 
Lassie, My Lassie are 
being fihned. 
"I have no qualms 
about playing second 
fiddle to a dog." 
Stewart, 69, is a 
"veteran of 77 movies and 
a household face. Lassie, 
2~ and making his acting 
debut, is also a household 
England. 
By MARGARET NESS 
SALISBURY, England 
(CP) -- Any time of year 
is a good time to v!sit. ~is 
cath~lral town. AnO t or 
participants in the 
London Show Tour it 
offers an ,aspect of 
England less tourist- 
oriented than many other 
famous landmarks. 
~ On;the ,square is 4he: 
.. Guild, Hall;built in 1795 
when an act of 
Parliament transferred 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion, over 20 words 5 face, but only because he 
cents per word. "'1 " looks -just4i.k,e, ~, thel five~ 
• 3 or more consecutive, n- -an~e~t~rs"wh~' i~rec~]ed. 
sertlons $].50 per insertion. him on movie and 
television screens. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertlod charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertlen. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISING: 
S3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
h00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of SS.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided nuws 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensatlon. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED . AN. 
NOUNcEMENTS: 
Births 5.S0 
Engagements ., 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks S.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Slated for Easter 
release, it is the first step 
in a revival of Lassie, the 
dog who made tear ducts 
overflow. The collie has 
been off the silver screen 
for 28 years after six very 
successful movies. 
ABC also has signed 
with Wrather Corp., 
which is producing me 
movie, for a new Lassie 
TV series to begin next 
fall. The old series ran for 
19 years until 1973, and 
went through four dogs. 
The current Lassie was 
a bit uneasy under the 
lights at first, but "she's 
a real trooper now/' says 
co-producer Bill 
Beaudine. Everybody on 
the set calls Lassie "she" 
although they all know he 
is not. 
Female dogs just are 
not as pretty because 
their coats are always 
shedding, says Beaudine. 
Plus they are smaller and 
• have less stamina. So 
today. 
Living in your room 
-~- rtis --~#' J '~  1~' '  e~#, ~#'1~ ,,,vmg rooms can be .  reflect and enhance it. For . to  make the . t  a focal 
versatile as the people who example, gold walls and point. Bookshelves built 
live in them. Here are some plush brown velvet couches around a TV, such,  a 25. v io l in  mus ic  tips from expert designers (as in the picture) are ,nch eon. lebylM.navox, on how to tailor yourliving warm and restful--and make an economical nd 
room to your family's life comfortable, attractive use of space. 
style. 2. Think about what 3. Let the livingroom re- 
1. Consider what mood your family likes to do. If fleet your tastes and experl. ences. Wicker baskets might 
will suit your family best. TV is a favorite aO.%svy, replace the conventionsl 
Choose a color scheme and arrange furniture and wall coffee table and provide a 
furniture styles that will decorations in such a way good spot for knickknacks. 
i i l l  ,s 
Here are the  numbers drawn in the November  27th 
draw of the Provincial Lottery. Check  the  numbers  
be low- -You  may be  a winner. To c la im your prize, 
fol low the  Instructions on the reverse of your t icket. 
If you're not a wlnner In thls draw, 
KEEP YOUR TICKET 
Keep your orange November 27 draw ticket, 
it's also eligible for the December 26 draw. 
. . • /  
$1 MILLION 
WINNING NUMBERS 
.-.141sl,l=lsi,l,I 
141al,181,1sl 61 
$ oo,ooo 
WINNING NUMBERS , 
Isl,lzl21slslsl 
I 101sl=l,l lsl ' 
If the last six, five, four or three digits on your ticket are 
identical to and in the same order as those winning 
numbers above,, your ticket is eligible to win the cor- 
responding prize, 
last 6 digitswin $10,0@0 j 
last 5 digits win $1~000 1 
last 4 digits win $250 'l 
last 3 digits win ' $50 [ 
NOTE: Fifty dollar winners (S50,) may claim their winnings by presenting thell 
ticket to any branch of Canadian imperial Bank of Commerce only in British 
Columbia. Alberta. Saskatchewan. Manitoba nd the Yukon. 
TICKETS FOR: 
ON SALE NOWl 
Western Canada Lottery Foundation 
by Kate Hudson The romantic caprice 
SpecialCorrespondent No. 15 provided the 
devil's laughter breaking 
Spanish composer, into the long solo line, No. 
Pablo Sara,ate provided 23, a dialogue of in- 
the vehicle for violinist struments, No. 20, bag- 
Jack Glatzer to show off pipes and chimes 
histremendous technique |ollowed by folk melody. 
and musical artistry. The more classically 
Appearing at the R.E.M. inclined No. 9 allowed the 
Lee Theatre, Saturday listener to enjoy the 
evening accompanied by "hunt" scene complete 
local pianist Stuart wire norns and hare and 
McCalhun, Glatzer of- Caprice No. 24 completed 
fered a programme ~ of • the set;. This :is. a theme 
Beethoven, Bach,• and variation demon- 
Pananini and Sorasete to strating a technical 
a rather small crowd in  hurdle in each. In every 
respons ib i l i ty  for an overlywarm hall, case these peices were 
criminal and civil justice The four short Sarasate played w i th  technical 
to the Merchants' Guild pieces, Romanza An- fluency and humour. 
from the bishop., dulusa, Habanera, The Sonata for violin 
BECKET REMEM- Malaguena nd Caprice solo in G minor b~ Bach 
BERED Basque are based on again showed the artists 
Behind the hall is Fish Spanish folk songs aria control of long melodic 
Row, which leads into dances. The beautifuly line and his ability to 
Silver Street and is closed mellow singing tone of project these sweeping 
to vehicular t affic. At its the 1728 Guarncrius del lines to the audience. The 
end is one of Salisbury's Gesu instrument and difficult Fuga of this 
gems, the sandstone Glatzer's inate feelings sonata was particularly 
Poultry Cross. The only for this style of music well done. 
survivor of four similar made these pieces the The least successful 
structures built around high point of the section of the programme 
1335, it has six arches programme, was the Sonatain Cl~or  
with a central vaulted O| the same calibre -- Opus 30, No. 1 by 
column supporting an were the six Caprices by Beethoven. This par- 
open, arched, cupola-type Paganini. Begi~'ning this titular performanee was 
spire topped by a cross, section of the marred repeatedly by. 
Then there is the 15th- programme, Glatzer tempo differences and 
century St. Thomas a explained a few of the tonal imbalance between 
Becket Church, honoring well known stories the artist and his ac- 
the*archbishop of Can- conncectedwith Paganini companist. No doubt, 
terbury who was tour- who was indeed the  much of this problem 
dared at the instigation of showman of his day. It could be blamed on the 
Henry II. Ironically, the was said that anyone who obviously short rehearsal 
figure of the saint in the could play so time. 
church gazes down at a magn i f i cent ly  mu A delightful encore, 
memorial s ab in the floor surely be linked to the Improvisation by Ernst 
of a descendant of one of devil and Pananini was Block provided a much 
female offspring of the the knights who mur- one to capitalize on this more successful blend 
Lassie family, never to be dered him. sinister side of his between the two. Here 
stars, are rented out for Over the chancel is a publicity. Glatzer played each had the freedom of 
breeding. "Doom" painting from these sixeapricesbathed technical security on 
As for Stewart, he is in about 1475. One side in a red light in an at- their own instrument 
his first lead role since depicts people ascending tempt to provide the linked by a comPeliinq 
Fool's Parade in 1971. In to heaven, where Christ effect of a theatre lit with rhythm and emotional 
bond to a contempory Lassie, My Lassie, he sits before the New flickering candles. Ithink 
plays a kindly vintner Jerusalem, and the other a little movement with composer. ~ 
ancla grandfather totwo shows people being that light would have The conc~p~t: was 
orphaned children and driven down to hell, into been a little more el- sponsored by ~e Terrace 
their collie, the jaws • of a huge feetive. Concert Ass0dMtion. 
Strictlya family movie, an|m~!. 
the most risque scene Is " ="  ' ' " "  ' ~,~.. 
one in which the viilain-- [ N B siness's[ 
played by Perneil e w  U 
toberts of Bonanza 
!sine--suggests he wants | NOt •listed inour breed the dog, | 
And the grandfather ID / '~  Tel Directory. character is a classic J[#.t.~. 
JimmY Stewart role. He 
|ARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD, -  638-1761 wears an aging fedora, 
his own thick glasses and 
his pants legsbunchod up m~,~R'S BOOKKEEP ING & 
around his ankles. We 'r ACCOUNTING,  638-1761 
"I've bee, in this thin~ e 
for 45 years now," 
molasses,Stewart says as slow s .  hi lower lip Listed TERRACE OIL  'URNERSERVICES '635"4227 
auivering. "Naturally, BOOK NOOK - 635.3081 
the parts are fewer and Here!  far between." THREE R IVERS WORKSHOP - 635-2238 
But still, he has no 
plans to retire. ALL .WEST GLASS - 638.1166 
"This is work. This is 
my craft. This is what Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
I've done for 45 years. I DALLY HERALD 
don't intend to just cut it 
off. I think the audience If you wish your Business Please Call will let me know when it's Phone listed for your customers , ,v , , ' , , . , . , , . . - -  
had enough of me.  ~, 
i t O 
t 
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cake. Kcllogg's Bran Flakes 
Cereal. sour cream, lemon rind 
and raisins are mixed with other 
cake ingredients for a rich. 
glaze.topping ring. The bran 
cereal adds a r(,hllSl, ntlllV 
flavor and nat.ral, graln-like 
texture. Bra, and Bacon Pan- 
cakes, m.',dc wilh Kellogg's All- 
Bra.~ cereal, are just as good 
and healthy, and taste a litlle 
like httckwhcat. 
These arc a few ways that 
hran ecrc:tl can he used to boost 
fibre intake, llran cereal is great 
for breakfast, but you can get 
.vonr foocl fibre from bran cereal 
any olher lime of the day. Try 
the coffeecake for hreakfi~st. 
hnmch or Slmcktime and Ihe 
• : . . "% , . . . 
THE WIZARD OF ID + " H &:Par er 
~ . .  - . . . .  l+A~ .... ~ . T,.t,m~ e,,.~,.. 
• _ .  
FmamDrak  l+X. . -~- - . - - , , - , ,+ . - , -~+'~t  ~ r ) l !  ___-- .~:"r~+'r l~l ' :1 .~%~+~m~"+.m'++ +v~_ / I 
. Wh-%+ o, . .  I l i t  
tofaorrowbe. Tolindomwlmt , i~] l l~ :+ l  .---_~~/ ,I l ~  ~ '+4+ ~ "J r  I l l P1 ; : t  '+ ~''~" ; , 
i + + + +[  mmnm ' " ~+ , + +?'+:*.::i+i +. 
YOU .n~h. t be quite certain In ' ~ , , - "  . . . .  / - -  "~- '~  [[ [ j ' [~:/~.: . , |  | .  , . ~ +++~ 
yourmlmutoaaet lyhowyou.  .. . . + • , . . 
Intend to Imndle.thins&.but i t  ~ ~r~ . • " . " ., " . '. 
wouldn't hurt to get another's .~  I ; • " ' : " ' T^I . , ,~ , , , , , ,  T+.Te~-  
v iewpoint .  Some in teres t ing  .v ,  , . . ouz J . t J .u .y  3. , tu+. .u  
new couee~ ceu~ result, . . ' ' , - " • , • . . • , , 
some early morning -L -  " + . . . . . . .  J ~.~.v~_o~l  tN ,~ , .~t~l ,~  L~e~' !  , , ' .7%~!" ' /  ' / 
conh~m, day ,~d turn Out I ~ - -T '~- '~ I  ~mm~ou~.  'V -  -, " , 1 ~  / , ,  / 
to be m.-~m.~ly produeUve. I '~  k . __  ~ - '~ . -~ ~ ~ J~  J 
you also mtond to pin tin==- I. "~  I ~ "~.  •I ~ .++m_ j "L  I .  
++ ++++I+ .... i f '  (May  = to  June 21) .  . ,~ .  , . i " 
Make the meet 0f your real ly " . . +.. ~ ' ' • " '  .+ : '  " . 
_mr  achievement new. : . - - , . ,==-  . , /+  " ' " - .  " '[ • 
aceoumate' po~e ~ .  ~ ~  . ~i .:"'/ . : " ~ '~ 
Combine  in l ld l ton  w i th  kaow+ T ' ~ f ~ t ' K T T ~ I ~ I T ~ T  T T ~ 7 ' "  I I " I " " " 1 ' '  q " '  ~ : ' " r' J I ' + ' P " I 
_ uuu ,,,oDu z. : J  : ,  . nn Trudeau 
Bnmcereal, an excellent source o[ /ood fibre can be served in di~erent ways. ( Ju~e=tmJu ly=)  +(~ . . . .  / . '. • . . .:,..•+ ". x.+.J-,. 
' ' dleatod, li0Wover, yourabm I II Three sug,~e~tirm.~ are: in a bow/ . i th  milk ~or break~ash in a delicious Bran and ~0me ¢ompli0atlo~ In- / , ~ " . 
iCaisitz (.'offcecake or in Bran and Bacon Pancakes. to move ' -  . " - ' - "  - - ' -  - - - '  . ~:~. . e.~.,.,v I ! ¢,~, n, v bv/.= w .n~..~.~,~ 1 I ms~t.~ w~Ju.. ' L n ~  I I neae.r I 
BRAN THREE-------------- " = , ,====o.==, :=, ,  
mm equummm t~ot~ 11111 . ~ , ~ l ~ I . I  FOe~,A~7 ~WJ~.._-~I 1 7~O~R~s~e ~r~f .~ e l  . . . . . .  /m~ ~ I  
BREAKFAST ~_~c=.myo=e~ I~ ~~: / / / I I I I I  ~=~=~/~i~£~I  I ~ .~+ ~'~I I  ~e-  =~:  ~- -  I u~e * • +,~_ .e -~ , =.  _ • ~ ~. , .  i / ' - -+- .+7" . " "  .i 1 '+ ' "~.+ ' ,+-  -~7~I  I ~ ~ ~.  i 
WAYS ADD VARIETY e so~. umumnees mmmt a l,\j~.+~"+~=. { ¢~ ' L' ~.#~. ~_~T~I I_ .~,e~-~.~__Z-~ ~IL .  ,¢,~'~+~__~x~.21 
• , ,  need for added vigor in y~r  " ~.+ t . -'T'7+ + " . . ~..,. , Most people know that eating pancakes could evcn becomc a 41o61easpoonsmllk thr t +... ' 
~ran cereal daily provides late supper. Vz teaspoon vanilla 
healthful dietary fibre, bnt who . . . . . . . . . . .  not to alienate auoeiat.u. I~ , J . l~ l l~"  ~ I I lL  ~11~" '~, .~  I I C " ~ g ~ ' ~ Y I  " ! I ~ I 'H I i  ! ! ueat In ingrenlents Unlll wot,ld think it conid be nscd in BRANANDRASN ". . . . . .  Tendenc ies  toward  I~[~[ [~ ~~._ i  I~ ~~'~'~-1  I ~ ~  ~ 1 - ~ ~  t~!  
a varicty of ways? Here arc COFFEECAKE smot.oth, usmg e nougn ,mdk to overa88re~vmew prevail. I~ -~-~]~f i~-~ - I I-~ ~ ~- - .~  I I ~ J ~ - ~ ]  ~=~1 ~M- - I~m ~ 1  ,, [ s, m txc a spreaoame conslslency 
the regular way wilh milk for 'bultet: - - -  . . . . . . .  , . . . . . , . . . . ,  vnr ,  o - I I .~1~,~/2 ._  I I ~ , , ~ i i l ~ " ~ l  
breakfasl: or a rich ralsln- I teaspoon grated lemon rind ~2~ZI~F~ "PtL'++'~ (Aug. ,  toS~L =)  ~L' - ,  [ ~ / f  L~[  | ~ / L / J ~  | 
hlesscd coffccc;,kc: or hran and I c .p  sugar 6 slicesbecon YOU may I~  have ~ I!11- , .-. 
hates pa.cakcs. These hrcak- e~l t [veto lzy  toa~l J~ i th8  • 
l';,stchoic+soffcrastt,rdy, filling 2eggs '/~cupunsifledall-porpese e=tnofm=rZ=w, bmabtt~/"1 A rl l~I~T~T_T " 14,-w 
way It) hcgin a wintry day. I cupsoureream flour Bollen Some aulhoritie~ believe that I '/z cupsKellogg'sAII.Bran 2 lablespoonssugar extra thotlsht glvell to the ~ l ,4~k JI. J : J .k .~.L  1 ' " ~ +'' 
insuflicie.t food fihre contrih- cereal 3 teaspoons baking powder, fUlU~ gould OUmil~toly ehaDse . .  . ' " " ' " "~" ~.wv~... +- 
.tcs Io thc prevalence of somc 1 Vz c.ps unsiftedall-purp0se Vz teaspoon salt your  perspect ive  - -  and  f . . . . . . . . .  .~-_ -~_  - J 
diseases con~mou to lhc West- flonr 
crn henfisl, here. Wilh a com- I teaspoon baklng powder I egg, slightly l~aten ethl luistoyolw amblUmsanew.  [P, f, GU~LI~ ~ T L / ~  '~1 
1V+cupsmllk ~ ~n.~'~ I /~ ,C~V,~' - ;~: , ' ,  II J mm~m~+;r r  ...]] plcte n mrning inca1 such an 
bran cereal, milk. frait or j.icc 1 cnp Kellogg'sAII-Braneereal (Sept. 24 to Oct. P~) 
:,,,d toast wilh spread, the bran or Bran Buds cereal Bet ter thanmualadventage~ [ ~ ' ~ j  
cereal provides the e~lra benefit but  mole  than ~ ~"~.  . '., I~,," ] ~ ( ~ r / , }  | 
offibrc, a ronghagcwhich helps asked, too. Some pant in- ~Y~F-~. .~ ~ ~ 
the digestivc systcrrl to regtnlate 
itself, 
For :t more leisurely wcekcnd 
breakfast or bnmch, try Bran 
Raisia Coffcec:tke or Bran and 
Bates Pancakes. For lhc coffee- 
. I _ , u - - r  | 
For Fnrther laformation: 
Kcllogg Nttlrition Cotmcil 
165 t'niversily Avenue 
Toronlo. Ontario MSII 3Bg 
Tel: (41 (,I 863-1754 
0/4 teaspoon salt 
! ~, sup raisins 
In large bowl cream marga- 
fine. lemon rind and sugar until 
light :rod fluffy. Beat in eggs one 
at a time. beating well after 
each addition. Mix soar cream 
and Kellogg's All-Bran cereal: 
let gland I Io 2 minutes until 
cereal is soft. Mix flour, baking 
powder add salt: add alternately 
wilh cereal mixture to creamed 
el'Sure. Stir in raisins. Turn 
into greased 9-inch tuhe cake 
pan. Bake at 180°C (350°F) 
for 55 to 60 minutes or unlil 
cake tesler inserled in eakc 
contes out clean• Cool I0 min- 
~,lcs. remove from pan and cool 
completely. Frost top of coffee 
cake with Vanilla Glaze. 
YIELD: I 9-inch coffeecake 
ring. 
VANILLA GLAZE 
I sup unnsifted ¢onfecllonelas 
sugar 
I lablespoon soft margarine or 
buller 
2 tablespoons margarine or 
melled butter 
In largo skillet cook bacon ve~alle~t (~, morley Of 
until lightly browned, remove, begins to pay'; inve~t more  for 
drain on paper towels and 
crumble, Reserve I tablespoon the  ~ 
bacon drippings to cook pan- ~C~.]P~0 . . . . .  m '~"  ....... :'" 
cakes, In large bowl • mix (Oct. PAte Nov. +YJ) "e l~ i~ 
crumbled bacon, flour, sugar, YOU may think YOU ham 
baking powder and salt. Mix 
egg. milk. Kellogg's All-Bran 8omething under -conCeit. "~:¢ 
ccreal or Bran Buds cereal and rolling brbkly: Better take ' i  • . -. 
utes or until liquid is absorbed, anythin~ that C0llkl l l~ l l l  Ume, I-IAt AK Add flour mixture all at once to energy 1o6t;. " , ccreal mixture and stir just until Dik Browne , .. ..',:. ! :~-~- 
moistened (batter will be lure- ~Gr l~.~ l '~  ' s~, ,~.  ' " ' .' ~: ' ~ " : '" 
py). Heat 1 tablespoon bacon (NOV. 2~ tO Dec. 21) "~ 'Iflr r 
drippings in large skillet over An OdSi~l ] .  ~ or  a NeW 
moderate heat, Drop batter into 
hot skillet, using 2 tablespoons methed eeu~ br~enrou~m,  
batter per pancake, Cook until but  don't g0 to extremes and 
golden brown on bottom, turn attempt the bluets. 
and cook olher side. about 3 4, ,~. . .~  
sin°los each side. RePeat with CAPRICOI~ 
remaining batter. (Dec. ~. (O Jail. 20): ~ '~.  . 
You may poe~b~ have tomr 
YIELD: 18 pa.cakes, as ide certain personal "d~ 
i n  o rdo f  to~ow your ablUtks h 
the best liShL Tbe effort you  
make in thk mprd  wm pay eft, 
however.  
ACU,mmS 
( Jan .  21 t . . . . . . .  
the groom, Lee Bowman,  P reN~t  but  if you play it  8murt, you can I)e • standout  he res t  of 
brother  of  the bride, and thorough,  your  lifO. 
]Robert Wood were  ushera., yOU wi l l  v The eecrot? ? ra in  yourse l f  to  eit and  s tand erect .  
, The  recept ion wu held• In  the  coml~ Pract i ce  a grace~l l  Wldk .  S tudy  d l~c is~.  Read a lo t  and  i l l ]  
~e banquet room of the Roya l  
Canadian Legion, where 100 but  don . .  | your mind  with in terest ing  and u~eful ~formt lon ,  
guests enjoyed a dinner and m~p.~ Develop ~gny telenm you have in cra f ts ,  musk,  d rum,  
wr i t ing .Pur  tk lpate  in ath letks .  F ind  a way  to help others ,  
dancing to music provided by P I~C~8 Teach a Sundny school e i su ,  work in a summer  e~eat lan  
Ja ime Schmldt, cousin of the (Feb.  20 t program, volunteer as a candy st r iper  at  u hospital, v is i t  a bride. 
Ted Schmldt, uncle of the Both re~ nurs ing home re~ml~r, ly. T ra inyour  ears  to Hsten, snd  your 
br ide,  was master  of ventures f  neer t  to unaerstend.  
ceremonies. Mr. C'huek Hart Past  effort Stop crawl ing to your p late for cemfort .  Hold your head 
of Summerlund asked the Whatever  you do well will haw • high and qui t  tw is t  to  fold yoursel f  up so yan~l look 
blessing and proposed the long-ran@ value, smaller. 
toast to the bride. The groom 
responded and proposed a If you take my advice, you will soon find yourse l f  
.o.. "°The,== Tall Stories others and admire your friendly outgo ing att itude. When the bride tossed her endowed with a fine .~d, e i v v  
bouquet, it was caught by unusual va~atf l l ly  and l~t~ 1 . .  - - .  Then  one d!y: you l l  rod ise  that  you're daneisg With 
=,,g.v"e"e Oo, W '=ker ar, o,°' =bee=-  ,m=h '®MIO n t Be H e lp f u l .o. w= =,h ==ow == ,, 
doem t real ly mat ter  which one o f  you Is teller, - George caught the garter, work d ~  and un- . . . . . . .  
Attending the guest book f l ind l i~]y .  'Y~ 8bel~d have .  . TALL  AND GROWING 
were  Tracl  and  Dana and proba l~ need - -  two , 
Callewaert, souse  of the ouUe~ for 31  ta lmIs .  I~y~ " " 'D  . . . . .  
br ide ,  eheosebaetmmaea~r'eer ,,-, ' . By  Abiga01 Van Buren .. .. m^~. AS,?: ! know enemy how TOO T^Lt, tel= 
MR AND MRS BRIAN I lOBBS . I~r.h.er  golng-aw.a.y .outfit, +me • , , t ,h , , '~  cotOnuv~eCh,e,0oT, mu,~N.V.NemSyne.!n¢. ' ~ ne~.uselwas.mmt~tellismygh'lh0~l t M?.~roblemwa, to eu l l i va to . . ,  ea a h _ . . .  • ' me urme were a waste jump- . . .  w. .v  . mrmer  eommtcetea oeeause i was amo too mm xou mv 
suit and green and wldte v~ce versa. You may+ m at ,  " . . . . . . . . .  • ' -~-+--" U__LL  . . . . .  , not believe this, but  being too thin can be ~ust as  painful as °coos  - R o w m a n  , , i .d=io , . , roo ,=.w.  t raeted to ~h l i c  life an~ / f  = ,  r,=, . . . . . . . . .  , . . '  o . . '  . . . .  +: ;  - he ine  toe gatt: : ' '  : ' . :  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  of coral roses ~dd m,o~d =.  = atnfmmmm us&i t  &Ut~X: "toe let ter  from r~e 14-year~lo f i r |  WhO A~.e  • . . . . ' -~ t. . . . .  . _==. . _ .  ~ . . . . . . .  ' .  : 
• was  i . , ana we~neu 1=o1 1 ueeu to lurch ' r Mr. and Mre. Hobhn wm d eo Ur e for her abe that she ~dn c care if she ever saw All-Samt a Anglican Chu ch . Her veU of Uered aluslon.net ,~0d.  t .  w-~o.ver  diplomat, hea . .~  an . . l~!at lmh= r lath ~n.h+ . . . . .  ; .ace  . .0  ^¢ . . . .  !¢ mysel f  to drink chocolate malteds I~ltil I was  sick, hoph~l 
w~ the sett ing tor  me recent  zeu t ram a oana  oz uny  wrote - -~--.~ Z, .L-- . '_-- - . . '2" . . . . . . . .  0;' as  an  enunamer ,  xeu  are  a " ' - ; . . : - - - - - - - - : ' , .  - r . . , - ' . - -~-  - - -~ - : - -+r - .  . . . .  . -. - to  ga in  a few'  nnunde Mu rm•.~ntt" tmb m t , ,  ^,,=. ,4,,~t~,~ 
marr iage  of Diana Lynn flowers and seed nearle uuvu~-.~own Sue~_m w©r+ . . . . .  e~s .~sa- -v . . . .m. t . . ,  vynen/ .was  14,tstoo¢lo lee~ LuanawelEneozu~p,~a as o~1~ . .~+h~.  ~.=]=- ' . -  %..%YZ'7"'_'-_- _'~..~_';'~ " ""~ .~w,  
= " " " f rom Montreal ,  Ter race ,  ! ~ [ , ~ H  O• | ~ H  ~ m .  W•~4[~ M I P  • " t ' " * * +'. ' ' e l+& a l l~t l lV l  t ry l l ]~  ~ pU~ i m p .  W]  ~ On ~ e  " I ' l~  Bowman to Br ian  Harold .She carr ied  three  long- ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .u=. .e .  in  maemotimw and = ~m,e  | f  .that w.~gnt bad enough, I had br ight  red  ha~l+ , +h-uoht ; had mB . .  ~n  . ~y 
&-- l ' l l l++ +~I '+ I~IK~+ I I I J I ,  m l IV l IS ,  l MS  l lMt~lesv lmma*  eta  ~ I  e lm~*~l~l  I Wag * . • v~q*av ~I  I ml  '1  * "-+ 'e ' " ' '  " ' Hobbs, s temmed cora l  roses  and . . _ ,  ^ . .  v - - , .0  v . , . t~ , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . - . -  cne e.utt o f  many cruel  jokes ,  an d lc rmdmyse l f te  . mr. . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  _ ,  ,.~, . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  +.. 
The Canon Ra lph  Bastedo haby'e breath  t ied wi th  wh i te  ,~- - '~ .~" ,  " " ' ;~ , .~ ' , ,~"~: , ' ; '  z.ee.lu!8 z or  me. at~a.  uc..': m U,- s leep  more  ntgh~ than  I cou ld  count .  I d idn ' t  have  one date  ___'"_",_'_".'"_~._t~ ~;"y_m+ w~can ar ia  emnny was  the  c~uet 
performed the double.r ing ribbon. ~,- , , ,o~,m,5 , .  " _ ' " " : _ ' : '7 - - '2  m~ate or:  ~0utm May meO~in  h ioh 'Ohoo l  ' ' • , remar~ awes  auo je©teu m." 
o the onl  mrrenm,  ttexowrm, nmu,u ,  . o - : .  - , .  )Ay - ' , ' ceremony f r y Nancy  WaUington,  of . . . . . . .  ; _ . .  author" A. Bronson Alcott,  • A bb ,pleaseteHyourreldorethatltejustasanldndto S. . .o~, ,  ~u . . . .  b~, Vancouver, , The summer  after 8reduction I deeded that God gave , . . 
daughter of Mr, and Mrs, Vancouver,  was  maid-of -  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  I., . . . . .  educator,  s ign i f ie r  me m-  bed.,  and it was u -  +^ ' -e  +^ - -ok "~ +h o k~st of it I reminua  person that  he s ta~ and thin (or fat) as  i t  is to 
+. .  • , . ,w .*  mr .+ wv=+ . *v . ,6°  +. . . *  w a n t  nsm m a lo f  i ' l+ immmar l  m+l lao | f  f l lq+t l f l r l  a . /~ tm] [P  :~ '~ ln l~ Iv t t~ l+ l+ l l l l l l~ l l  U l [~S l~ l l l  Ik4111b l ie  O Ik~l ' I J [ J~O01t l  U[  uunu,  
+emirs..am, ~d the ...on.. of ptr.e gown of yeUow my.ms rot, ~ - -  , -  - -  ' ' ' l es ;ns"~ ~e+v;lo;'~"ac~ "~¢]'+-"+-~se." . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  " I wish .I had a dollar for ever+erie who+ ever asked me 
Mr,  aria Mrs,  l~ever£y moons, en(I a wide.br lmmeo yel low ~[  ~ lk  T ' ) . . _ - - . L ' , , ,  ' - ,  .., • . _  F " : . .  t~, ' - - -  - ". • - how the ~veather was  '~, -  +ha.,, " " ' 
of Terrace, B.C. hat. Sheear r ieda  single coral ~ • I . . . .  r~F l l -~ . l  =t.i+ " roeay=m~z,  s tanaoxeet  I0, weigh l~b anaam murrted A .a  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .^,'£.,T'~;:_'",~._ _ . . _L - _  " , _ .  
~nnv ~m,d nf Vernon wns m,,o . .d  ~ahutmhwaath i / i11~t~1~ m~.m.v .~.~-  fnaWOWUmr~almnnwhn'aRfaa~A W° kaunth+aahaa. t i f~d rtiau ~,,= -u . ,u  ~.  ~ve  ~.e numoer  e l  people 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ,, ,. . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . .  r . . - - . - ' - : . - : -  . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..~ . . . . . .  (s t ran rs, too)  who have asked, "Say,  how ta l l  are you?"  the organ°let She played It , BEST MAN t dau b iers  who win probably be Amazons,  but  w~ plan fe , 
, I " -  " - - ] l  + gn . . . . . . . . . . . .  . -  h ~fe  encedoesltmakeiflmSfoetll~or6feet~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ MISTAKE RECT IF IED W at ~ r Your 8ong , and Calypso , The bride s mother wore a ~ 1 ~esch them early I;o matce the most  o! wlla~ they nave, . .  . . . . . . . .  * . . . .  __ 
CORAL ROSES floor.length coral gown ruth "~ M- - -  nnH.~aTn N . ., ~vr~EN =iz.~r~ AN n HAPPy  s nope you prmc rots, st  +uec m~nc ma=e someone stop 
The br ide lven In s =.,v. , - . , . . . , . . . . -  , -, . ,qv..~ "~ ~ *-" -- " • . r_ , g l iver accessor ies  and a ~_ .~._a  , r ,~  TWO " and thh~k before be hur ts  the feel ings o f  someone whoe 
marriage byber  father, wae¢oraage of yellow roses and Children are the world's ~....~=p.u x~' : '  - -  . . . . . . .  D~, .R  . J . .~py  ~, . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . hurt ing enoughas i t  is : ' / 
gownedin a floor.leng~h satin white carnations . . . . . . . . . . .  , cngaren  wno VlSi~eg ~ ~ : sours  was one us many ue~erm • ' ' ; ' m__ . __ ' . . .~ . .  
dress of her own design, The The groom's mother  wore a grea;est mimics, t t  you baker Ken Be°field h~ received wi th  e~ent ia l ly  the use  encouraging message, ti~t~t, m~m~ 
skirt  was over la id with yellow gown with gold ac- don't  obey safety rules, can this Cheshire town said Reed on for another  |nsph' ing beaut:  
georgette, and the bodice and cesaorlea and a corsage of you expect them to? Guard they couldn't tell which = 
cuffs were o! lace, The gown yellow roses and white car- their lives with your exam- sex  his gingerbread men DEAl t  ABBY:  May I add o few words to your advice m ,: , . : . 
featured a sweethear t  nations. 
neck l ine ,  empi re .wa is t  Gerald Budlong was best pie. Make safety conscious, were ,  Hehas  rect i f ied  T_OQ TALI~ be.~.u~e. lwa.e there  many. y earp , 'ego . . . .  ' .  ll.ate~towritektters?Sondllt0AblldlV..Bum.lil 
th i s  d i sc repancy  and t~arAt ,b  se t.ne scull the  modem, o.u~s~nmng acmetee. + ~  or . :  mev .~ Hi !k ,  f _~.  N~I I ,  f i r  AMq' i~d~t  
gathered with a tie belt, and man, with ~onald Bowman, Bess a part of  their Life- ca l l s  them gingerbread ~.~ mny.execut . tves  ere meao eL  ~em~.t~...mea.ne you, '  HOW m WI~ I~tto l~ m'  A=Ot~amlm| . "  P foa~ sat i re ' s  
cuffs.lOng sheer  sleeves with wide brotherbearer. Of K ntheNix,bride,brotheraS ring-of style, people, "'m neverne met in' a crgwd' Being too tell m mmeult at 14,- b | l ,  NI l~ldrem~l, mped l~)  mvdqm.  . , 
• i / i )  :i i i  / ( i : 
